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THAP Raises $2,200 On Fast Day
Students, faculty and administration
contributed $2,200 dollars last week to food
relief organizations overseas and in Hart-
ford through a fund raising drive, headed by
the Trinity Hunger Action Program. Ac-
cording to Rick Hornung, '77, one of the
organizers of the drive, the size of the
contributions demonstrates that the Trinuy
community is willing to be attentative to this
crucial problem.
Saga
The contribution from Saga Food Service,
though not yet received and processed, will
be approximately $1,480, according to
Hornung. Saga agreed to donate $1.85 for
each person who pledged not to eat on
Thursday. A total of 804 students, close to
decided to participate in the fast.
Rev. William Coffin
Fraternities
Other contributions came from five
fraternities. Saint Anthony Hall, Psi Up-
silon, Alpha Delta Phi (AD), Alphi Chi
Rho (Crow), and Delta Kappa Epsilon
(DKE) all decided to cancel meals on
Thursday and contribute the savings to
THAP. Saint Anthony Hall donated $145 and
Crow gave $50. The totals from the other
three fraternities have not yet been
determinted.
An additional $200 was raised in cash
contributions collected outside the
bookstore. At Hamlin Hall $400 in checks
and cash were contributed.
William Sloane Coffin
The main feature of the fast day was a
lecture by Reverend William Sloane Coffin,
Chaplin at Yale University. Coffin urged
students to examine Trinity's use of fer-
tilizer, food, and energy. He said Trinity
might consider using human waste as
fertilizer on the lawns, as well as the leaves
collected in the fall. To save food Coffin
suggested meatless days at Saga. "Twelve
pounds of grain are needed to produce one
pound of beef," he explained.
Coffin said another effective way to
reserve grain was to consume less alcohol.
Although Trinity's contributions to food
programs were a good start, Coffin urged
students and faculty to write letters and
telegrams to the White House and Con-
necticut Senators and Congressmen.
"The only thing that seems to impress
President Ford are telegrams," he said.
(Continued on page 2)
Guerilla Theater
Trinity Maintains Solid Finances
by Wetvda Harris.
While the entire nation battles inflation
and recession, how does the financial
situation of a small college like Trinity fare?
According to Clifton M. Bockstoce,
Treasurer of the College, Trinity is not
among the many that face economic
disaster.
Although no exact figures are available, it
is estimated that of the 21 colleges and
universities in Connecticut, 19 are running
in the red. Only Trinity and St. Joseph's
College are operating on a balanced budget.
Bockstoce said Cornell ran one million
dollars in the red in 1973, and Brown is
claiming to be near bankruptcy. Haverford
College estimated that it would run $120,000
in the red during 1974, but that figure proved
optimistic when the actual figure was
computed to be over $450,000, according to
Bockstoce'. He said that more than a $400
raise in Haver ford's tuition would be needed
to pay last year's bill.
How has Trinity escaped these problems?
Bockstoce attributed the college's safe
financial position in part to President Lock-
wood. The Treasurer said he believes most
college presidents do not pay the diligent
attention to financial affairs that Lockwood
does. We are fortunate, said Bockstoce, to
have a president who is so knowledgeable in
financial affairs, arid especially since
economics is not Lockwood's field.
Last year the college amassed half a
million dollars in annual giving from
alumni, corporations, parents, and friends
of Trinity. The same goal is set for the
current fiscal year.
An important question to consider is what
kind of income is generated from en-
dowments to help run the college. The fiscal
year ending in June 1974 showed that Trinity
generated $1,623,561 from endowments,
Bockstoce estimated that one-third of the
money is in bonds, and approximately two-
thirds are in stocks. He added that Trinity
does not sacrifice quality and buys only -
"triple A company stocks."
Members of the Finance Committee meet
once a month to make investment decisions.
Chairman of the committee is Henry Moses,
editor of The Trinity Tripod in his un-
dergraduate years. Committee members
include Bockstoce, G. Keith Funston (for-
mer president of Trinity College and former
president of the New York Stock Exchange),
Stewart Watson, Lyman Brainerd, Leonard
Greenberg, Seymour Smith, and ex-officios
President Theodore Lockwood and Dr.
George Starkey.
Cash that is not immediately needed is
invested in short-term money market in-
struments. Bockstoce explained that one of
these instruments is the certificate of
deposit issued by banks (Trinity uses
several banks in Connecticut, New York,
and Boston), where the school loans money
for an average of 118 days and receives an
average interest rate of ll.l percent.
Another instrument, the Treasurer said, is
commercial paper issued by finance
companies, which involves forty-day-
average loan and a 9.4 percent average
interest rate.
This supplement to the income is used, for
projects for which money would not nor-
mally be donated. For example, Buildings
and Grounds used some of the supplement to
dig up the basement of Jarvis and put in a
new sewer system, bringing in a more
reliable power line and modernized
equipment. Some of the supplement was
also used to widen the walk near McCook.
On the accompanying chart, the book
value is what the securities cost when
Trinity bought them, or what.they would
have cost if someone gave them to us. This
value does not change.
* The market value fluctuates up and
down, although a loss results only when
stocks are sold at a lower price.
* The income represents what Trinity
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Spencer Speaks on Unsung
World of C. D. Warner
by Frederic M. Lahey
"Charles Dudley Warner's World" was
the subject of a lecture by J. Ronald Spencer
on Wed., Dec. 4 in Wean Lounge. Warner
had been a neighbor and friend of Mark
Twain in the literary community of Nook
Farms.
Warner wrote an abundance of articles for
periodicals besides a score of books con-
taining biography, fiction, non-fiction,
philosophy, and essays of political and
social comment: all of which were
characterized by either biting satire,
puritanical moralism, or some ac-
comodation of the two.
Although Warner was a great financial
success, and despite the fact' of his great
Puka9 Gurus Depict
Women's Role as Servant
by Melissa Evefette
Philosophy instructor Bill Puka and two
practitioners of Kundalini yoga discussed
the Indian view of male and female roles in
last Wednesday's TWOsponsored seminar,
"Woman as Natural Slave".
Guru John Singh Lemenzo and his wife
told an audience of ten women that, by their
brand of Hinduism, man and woman have
differing and complementary roles.
"There's no need to exert one power over
another", he emphasized.
The role of a Woman is "to bring onto this
planet higher beings, and to serve her
family, her man". Lemenzo spoke of the
female as "the grace of God, a princess".
He said man has to learn to "relate to
woman's infinite nature", explaining that
"it is through woman that humanity carries
on". "What task takes more love, patience,
Icontinued from page 1 I
When asked about the significance of the
fast, both Steve Cecil '76, and Martha Cooley
'77, pointed to expanding the awareness of
students. Cecil and Cooley are organizers of
THAP.
"The important aspect was to make
people aware of the urgency otthe problem
and to consider the fact that close to half a
billion people are starving." "Hopefully
from this awareness, real action in terms of
food conservation and reallocation of
resources can occur."
Despite the generosity of all involved,
the contribution is not even an anthill in
regards to the dimensions of the problem,
Cecil said. Cecil, treasurer of THAP, called
the donation "a symbolic gesture." Cooley
agreed with Cecil. She viewed the activities
as "a gesture that can be made more
meaningful if done consistently."
When all the donations are accounted for,
75% of the money will be sent to Oxfam
America, an international hunger
organization in Boston, according to Hor-
nung. The remaining money will be con-
tributed to the food program run by the
Horace Bushnell Church located on Albany
Avenue in Hartford. "THAP's rational
behind splitting the contribution was to
attend to the food problem in this country as
well as the acute crisis abroad," said
Hornung. "Several THAP organizers
believed that the domestic food problem was
due to inequitable income distribution, while
the starvation aboard is due to the lack of
food.
Many students, participants or non-
participants, expressed doubt over the
handling of the funds going to foreign
countries, Hornung said. These students
wondered whether the money will ever
reach the people most in need. After having
checked with pxfamf a Hornung found out
that over 85% of Oxfam's contributions go
directh into food production programs,
while other money is used to buy
agricultural equipment and machinery.
THAP has begun to plan action for the
next semester. A lecture series involving
Trinity professors as well as films are
already being investigated according to
Hornung. "THAP is starting to consider
exactly how conservation programs can be
applied to the college community, for it is
obvious that the fast and mere monetary
contributions will not be adequate," he said.
"Certain programs, involving minor
sacrifice to the college community, like
meatless days, cutting alcohol intake, and
less food waste, are essential for a suc-
cessful line of action."
THAP began planning for the fast a week
before Thanksgiving vacation, Hornung
said. Motivated by the urgency of the world
hunger problem, ten students met in the
Cave and organized the activities that took
place on December 5, he said.
and creativity than child-bearing, and what
task, could be more important?"
"Man's role is to totally protect woman,
psychically and physically", he continued.
He said their relationship is based on
Tantric yoga, the "unification of polarities".
They accept "roles that are defined", he
continued, until "everything is intuitively
understood".
His wife said of her own experience in
such a marriage, "It is really possible to
experience the union of one soul in two
bodies, and when it happens you just want to
serve that union in whatever way possible".
In their culture, the couple said,
"marriages are generally arranged" and
engagements seldom last more than a week.
Lemenzo stated, "Theoretically and
optimally sex is to be coincided with the
woman's menstrual cycle - once a month".
He explained that then, "when union is most
powerful" the act "goes beyond animal
nature". He said promiscuity is forbidden
because it breaks down an individual's aura.
The women are "not constantly pregnant"
even in the absence of birth control because
"a soul will incarnate on this planet only
through the will and the grace of the infinite
creative force". He added, "Some beautiful
souls are coming into the world now."
Both bums said they had lived typical
American lives before discovering Kun-
dalini yoga, "If you're at all tuned in to what
natural law is, you'll come to the realization
that you're a real crumb and you have to
change.", Lemenzo said. His wife added
that her rebirth had helped her to deal with
human beings: "You don't have to be
paranoid of people, . .when you see the god
in them", she said. According to Lemenzo,
yoga has taught him to "jump into the
subconscious and begin to drag out the
garbage". He noted, "They say that the first
thing a person does when he reaches
enlightenment is laugh."
popularity at the time he was writing (1870's
- early 1900's) Spencer noted Warner's
failure to stand the test of time, as
evidenced in his present obscurity. War-
ner's literature, of such great interest to his
contemporaries, has deteriorated into mere
historical source material. Spencer utilized
Warner's only enduring work, The Gilded
Age (which was co-authored with Twain), as
the transition in his lecture from Warner to
the more interesting times of his writing,
with which the book dealt.
Twain and Warner, in this satirical work,
spoke of the unmistakable presence of
"political corruption, business chicanery,
and monetary speculation." Spencer
mentioned the accuracy of the book's title as
a comment on American society at the time
- a deceptively healthy appearance with
baser metals at the core. This post-Civil
War-period, Spencer illustrated, was a
period of laissez-faire government
dominated by the cold- hearted concept of
Social Darwinism.
However unenlightened and unfortunate
these tumultuous times were, Spencer
concluded, they at least paved the way for
reform-reform which made much of War-
ner's writings obsolete.
Photo by Moore and Quigley
SAC Cracking Down on
Student Organizations
by Mark Hendrickson
"It is necessary that the Student Activities
Committee (SAC) begin to take a hard-line
attitude toward many uncooperative
student organizations," stated Larry
Golden, '77, chairman of the SAC.
At the Monday, December 2 meeting
Golden announced that the following
organizations had not submitted the
required SAC inventory, and would
therefore have their funds frozen: the
Trinity College Band, Ivy, Mather Board of
Governors, Odd Squad, Trinity Coalition of
Blacks Women's Organization, Water Polo,
and Wrestling.
In response to the SAC's request for a full
accounting of the facts of the Stokely Car-
michael affair from the Trinity Coalition of
Blacks (TCB), the TCB wrote to Golden,
noting that because of the Thanksgiving
recess they had been unable to com-
municate with the University of Hartford.
The SAC extended the deadline until
Monday, December 9, at 4:00 p.m. In ad-
dition to the explanation for the delay, the
TCB requested an explanation from the SAC
as to why the TCB, as they felt, had been
singled out by the SAC for examination.
As a result of several instances where
check requests from student organizations
had been illegally approved by the Budget
Committee, a form contract was drawn upa
few weeks ago, and was formally approved
by the SAC for use for performers who do
not provide their own contract form.
The Budget Committee came under ad-
ditional scrutiny at the meeting. The SAC
approved a motion that no Budget Com-
mittee member should authorize check
requests for student organizations in which
the individual was a member. Golden
brought forth examples totaling over $200
where Budget Committee members had
irregularly authorized check requests.
To help in enforcing this new regulation,
the SAC approved a motion that all present
members of the Budget Committee submit a
list to remain confidential, of the
organizations for which they are members.
Penalty for ignoring this new regulation will
be immediate expulsion from the Budget
Committee, with appeal to the SAC.
Alumni Fund Drive Raises $39,000
Fourteen Trinity undergraduates and 23
alumni raised $39,000 for the College's
Alumni Fund, in a four-day telephone
campaign last week. The total raised was
$20,000 greater than the $19,000 raised last
year.
The "Phonothon" was conducted
December 2 to 5 by the Development Office
as part of the College's Annual Giving
Campaign, which this-year seeks a total of
$500,000 in gifts from alumni, parents,
businesses and other friends of the college,
to support the College's operating budget of
$9,907,100 for 1974-75.
Working in small teams each night, the
students and alumni telephoned a total of 400
alumni nationwide, who pledged the $39,000
toward the Alumni Fund portion of the
Annual Giving Campaign. The College
expects a total of $300,000 from alumni
toward the half-million dollar goal.
Sarah Detwiler '75 and Robin Landy '75
served as student coordinators. Others who
participated were Suzanne Tilney '75, Mark
Graves '75, Raymond Johnson '75, Karen
Jeffers '76, Elizabeth Kellogg '75, Peter
Mindnich '75, Jameson French '75, Richard
Walton '76, Laurie Cannon '75, Laura
Fecych '76, Susan Crimmins '75, and Eric
Gibson '76.
The Annual Giving Campaign is one of the
College's regular sources of income toward
annual operating expenses. Tuition and fees
produce about $5,540,000; endowment yields
about $1,560,000. The remainder, about
$2,807,000, must come from other sources,
including the Annual Giving Campaign.
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Smith, Jibrell See Rise in Alcohol Use
by Sheryl Greenberg
While campus drug use remains constant,
the consumption of alcohol on campus is
rising, noted Tom Smith, vice-president of
the college, and Mohammed Jibrell,
associate dean of students, in separate in-
terviews. However, neither felt current
levels of drug and alcohol use constituted a
problem to the eollege.
Smith stated that the increase was largely
due to students' no longer being
"righteously indignant" about alcohol. Over
the past decade, Smith observed, "Aban-
donment of alcohol was part of what the
young considered non-values in an older
generation. The current generation doesn't
seem to be needful of this rejection now."
Smith referred to consumption of beer and
wine as part of a social scene. In the pre-and
post-World War II college lifestyle, drinking
was more of a "ritual of liberation", said
Smith.
Smith also noted a trend toward con-
sumption of alcohol and drugs at an earlier
age. "It is not necessarily that we, in
college, are so damn virtuous, but much of
the experimentation that used to take place
in college years is now taking place in
younger years." Therefore, he concluded,
there are less abusers of alcohol and drugs
on campus, taking the burden of heavy
abuse away from the college campus. For
those heavy abusers that come to light, the
college attempts to provide counseling and
off-campus services, stated Smith.
Another reason for a rise in alcohol use,
given by both Smith and Jibrell, is that
students are better informed about the ef-
fects of drug use than they may have been
several years ago. "Five or six years ago,
.uninformed students were presented with a
very serious problem, representing real
tragic situations," said Smith. He con-
tinued, "Now students do not indulge in any
fantasies about indulgence in drugs." Smith
and Jibrell each noted a marked decline in
the use of hard drugs. Smith stated that
marijuana use seems to have diminished
also.
Jibrell stated that perhaps we could at-
tribute the growing trend of alcohol intake to
a sociological expknation-the reversion to a
more traditional lifestyle among students.
He noted the use of alcohol at social events
such as dances and fraternity gatherings.
In Jibrell's opinion, students are able to
handle both the drug and alcohol situation
on campus, adding that they seem to have a
good understanding about the ef fects of drug
(including alcohol) intake. In view of this,
Jibrell would like to.see beer served in the
Cave. He added that future years will in-
dicate the stability of this situation.
Neither Jibrell nor Smith felt that the use
of drugs and the growing trend in alcohol
intake can be termed a campus problem in
general. They stressed, however, that their
experience in confronting the situation is
limited to informal observation. In this, they
acknowledged that there may be individual
problems they are not aware of.
No One Cause
Photo by Howard Lombard
Trinity Experiences Grade Inflation
" by Reginald Gibson
'•'Grade inflation" is a factor affecting
many colleges at the present time. Grade .
inflation essentially means that there is a
rise in overall student grade averages.
The higher grades among students cannot
be traced to any one cause. It is felt within
academic circles that the pursuit and
achievement of higher grades is at-
tributable to the desire among more and
more students to establish themselves in
such professions as law and medicine. High
grades are essential for entrance into the
law and medical schools.
There are ramifications to this, however,
which include the fact Chat professors in
some colleges may be giving out higher
grades less discriminately because they
realize that competition is becoming more
and more intense. According to Ralph
Maddry, registrar, the increase per-
centages of top grades has caused graduate
schools to become less dependent upon
grades as a measure of student quality, and
more dependent upon standardized en-
trance
According to grade distribution reports
for Trinity for each term from autumn 1972
to autumn 1973, the greatest percentages of
grades in all departments are A's and B's.
The highest percentage of F grades during
this period was recorded during the Trinity
term of the 1972-1973 school year when
18.25% of the 22 students in Linguistics
received this grade. . .
The pass-faiLdata /or the same period is
weighted greatly in favor of pass. The dif-
ference is that when the pass-fail data is
broken down into more distinct grades,
percentages are more equitably distributed
among A's, B's, and,C's.
According to the registrar's office, Trinity
is not unique in any way in its role in "jgrade
inflation". It follows the general trend.
The Tripod Wishes You
A Merry Christmas And
A Happy New Year
•I
DUFRESME.
Philosophy - Dept* • to Host
Descartes Colloquium
The Trinity College philosophy depart-
ment will host a two-day colloquium on the
Philosophy of Rene Descartes, to be held on
the Trinity campus during the week-end of
Jan. 25-26. The colloquium, entitled "Car-
tesian Coordinates," is being jointly
sponsored by the philosophy department,
me Lecture Committee, and the Dean of
Faculty.
Five philosophers from other campuses
nave accepted invitations to spend two days
at Trinity, during which time each will
Present an'original paper on Descartes,
ueliver prepared comments on one of the
other colloquium papers, attend the
remaining^papers in order to generate
discussion, and join in some informal get-
togethers, where they can mingle and talk
with Trinity students.
These five are Prof. Arthur Danto of
u>lumbia University, Prof. William
UeAngelis of Northeastern University, Prof,
inorsteinn Gylfason of the University of
Iceland, Prof. Michael Hooker of Harvard
university, and Prof. Fred Sommers of
erandeis University
In addition, Prof. Margaret Wilson of
Princeton University will appear as a guest
speaker on Jan. 25, and members of
Trinity's philosophy faculty will contribute
to discussion panels.
The program was proposed by Prof.
Michael Marlies, who plrnried and
organized the event with Prof. Richard Lee.
"The colloquium has been arranged with
students in mind," Marlies remarked. "We
have asked the participants to remember
that Trinity is primarily an undergraduate*
institution, and to prepare presentations
that will be of interest to people without a
sophisticated scholarly or technical
background. We urge our philosophy majors
and other interested members of the Trinity
community to take advantage of this
unusual opportunity and attend the
colloquium."
Marlies also noted that students taking
History of Philosophy II (Philosophy 308) in
the upcoming Trinity term will be asked to
attend the Descartes colloquium as part of
the required work for the course.
The colloquium will be open to the public.
o
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This is the last issue before Christmas Vacation
unless something really spectacular happens. )
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Concert Choir has the Spirit (of Christmas)
by Bruce Kinmonth
The Trinity Concert Choir under the
direction of Jonathan Reilly continued its
fine reputation as they set the mood of the
Chapel's Festival Service of Lessons and
Carols Friday and Sunday nights.
The service consisted of nine lessons read
by various members of the college com-
munity, various hymns, and eleven carols
sung by the choir. The interior of the Chapel
in darkness, the choir proccessioned to the
choir loft as the lights gradually came up.
The bulk of the service then consisted
generally of the lesson, readings and carols,
read and sung alternately.
The choir gave nearly all the carols an
excellent rendition. Singing all but the first
carol a cappella, the choir displayed a good
use of phrasing and dymanics throughout.
Especially fine was The Morning Star by
Virgil Thomson, sung by the upper voices of
the choir, ;
George Merritt appeared as baritone
soloist in A Spotless Rose by Henry Howells.
The choir sang the refrains most ex-
pressively and provided a good background
for the soloist in the middle section. Mr.
Merritt's voice projected well over the
choir, however, I feel a choir member
would have been adequate for the solo part.
Most impressive was a setting of text by Virgil Thomson trom The Holy Infancy. The
writing was a recitative style for the whole
choir. Because of this the meter was quite
free and watching the conductor was a must
to stay together, which I found the choir did
accurately.
The only pieces I found to be shakey were
the two carols by Francis Poulenc, Hodie
Chrislus Natus Est and Videntes Stellatn.
These pieces were very thythmic and fast,
and the choir was not quite as smooth here
' as in the other carols.
In general the choir displayed a rich, full
sound, and its part in the service of setting'a
mood of wonder and praise at the birth of
Christ was well accomplished. The readers
and the members of the Chapel should also
be commended for their parts in retelling
the Christmas story in a service which I am
sure all who attended enjoyed.
in the arts
Nutcracker
Bushnell Memorial and the Hartford
Pallet present a return engagement of
the new "Nutcracker" in a special
festive family performance 7 p.m. Wed.
Dec. 18.
The traditional holiday ballet portrays
. the Christmas dreams of a young girl,
Clara, in Germany in the 19th century.
The ballet, with all new sets! costumes,
and choreography received high acclaim
in its Hartford premiere at the Bushnell
Nov. 23 & 24. Ticket information is
available at the Bushnell Memorial 246-
6807.
Bushjiell Gifts
Bushnell Memorial Gift Certificates
are available in time for Christmas
giving. Available in any denomination,
these certificates may be used at the
rece' er's discretion for individual
tickets for the remainder of the 1974-75
season or toward tickets for the 1975-76
season. Each certificate is an attractive
card with instructions for redemption.
For a unique Christmas gift, call the
Bushnell box office at 246-6807.
Rush Tickets
Student rush tickets are now available
for the mid-week performance of "Sizwe
Banzi Is Dead" and "The Island," Athol
Fugard's critically acclaimed South
African plays currently being performed
in repertory at the Edison Theatre on
47th Street.
The student tickets ($3.50 each) are
available for "Sizwe Banzi Is Dead" on
Tuesday-and Thursday evenings at 8
p.m. and for "The Island" on Wednesday
matinees at 2 p.m. and
evenings at 8 p.m.
All student tickets will be placed on
sale at the Edison Theatre box-office on
the day of the performance and will pe
sold on a first-come, first-served basis.
For ticket information ana
availability, please call 757-7164.
Folk Society
Trinity Folk Society presents the 13th
Annual, Hagen Family Square Dance.
Live Caller-No experience necessary
Admission is obsolete; possible refresh;
ments. 10 p.m. in the Washington Room
Thursday, Dec. 12.
fay Ciay Debevoise
I en.oyed listening to Ruth Whitman. I'd
better start off by saying that because this
can in no way pretend to be a very objective
reyiew-I've never seen anything by her in
print. As much as anyone/else I have too
much work now to take on another research
paper. But I do have some fairly distinct
impressions and my notes from Thursday
evening. I won't tell you that she is a
feminist writer until the end because too
many people might stop reading.
The first poem she read, "A Question-
naire," which she felt was a good in-
troduction to herself, had for its epigram a
quote from Baudelaire, "Each of us is a
man, a woman and a child." She told us that
she had submitted it to a pseudonym contest
.and that many were put out when they found
it had been written by a female--(she won).
The poem is a" series of responses to per-
sonal questions and, indeed, exhibits many
aspects of the poetic imagination in a per-
fectly sexless way. There is a "you, on the
other shore, laughing at me," who might
perfectly well be her audience. And, asked
Ruth Whitman 'waiting in the dark'
what her plans are, Ruth responds that, as
well as "to fly" and ''to tell everything I
know," she intends to "Swim across the
., pond," .:, Y certainly more like Venus than
like Icarus, I'd say, and if you'd care to
think about it. . .She indicates ̂ that the past
was alive in her thoughts in the same poem,
saying, "I marry first loves over and over,
like corning home." She said, "I die every
day," and it is the "appassionatta (that is)
calling (her) back to the world." (Please
recall that all quotes are only what I snat-
ched in listening and may be inaccurate, to
say nothing of our of context.) In short, Ruth
Whitman is concerned with life as some
Bishop described it, as "one enormous
psychodrama."
But don't let me give the impression that
she gets irretrievably abstract in her
poetry; she goes a long way sometimes from
concrete reality, but I think her imagery
always made psychic sense. A good instance
of this might be "Laughing Gas," in which
her imagistic flight is obviously justified,
but also balanced by a dive, and remarkably
intact on the other end. From "1 swam in
bubbles of laughter," while the "tooth
floated away," she goes in a daze through
the streets to her home where she vomitted
through the night, and she meditates on
"separations to come." Good sense. But
often the experience itself is more abstract,
as in "Shoring Up." In it she talks about
places in her mind to which she can retreat
for security in moments of crisis. It wasn't
quite clear to me what the crisis was, or why
there were "sharks in the skies," or "boys
.. fishing in the air for birds," unless the
"cameo sky" had something to do with it,
That's the sort of thing she gives you to deal
with, along with the sense that she is making
sense if only you had the poem in front of
you. The places to which slie could retreat,
at least according to the intriguing im-
pression that struck me, were "old guilts,"
or a sort of fixations', "propped on images,"
at which she "grinned." There's a realism
that beats panic. In "Lizzie Borden," the
title poem to her new book, on the other
hand, the "tidal waves (do) break open,
and flood Lizzie with "sealife" and astra
debris," which create a "pregnancy that
puts an end to wishes," before she commit'
the murders (which she "didn't"). I wont
get into that feminist poem because theres
no way I could do it justice; Ms. Wh tman
called it her "invention" in poetic structure
in response to a question at the end. i ni
sure it's worth looking into.
"There were other notorious women wun
whom she dealt in poems that I <<ouldg£
more out of. There was one very dry' poem
called "Sister Pharaoh," about the only
female pharaoh, who had beards on her
milk turned to powder.1' But I can, p n g y
do better with "Persephone travelst>ac*
Hell as arranged." Ruth plays Persepno
(Continued on page 13)
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two moments from 'NEARLY SILENT'
fhcto i>r sre*e Roberts
Left:
Above:
Phyllis Roberts and Fred Graves
in 'Duet No. 2f
Kerry O'Keefe and Vicki Goodman
in 'Zone'
Photo by Steve Roberts
Artist In Residence
The Dance Program has been awarded a
grant by the Connecticut Commission on the
Arts for an Artist in Residence. The Dance
Program has invited Ms. Emmy Devine of
Dan Wagoner and Dancers, an outstanding
modern dance company, to come to Trinity
in March. Ms. Devine will be working with
the student Repertory class prior to the
spring concert. She will be on campus on
March 9,12, and 15. All Trinity students are
cordially invited to attend the classes. A
schedule will be placed in the Tripod early in
March.
The Dance Program is very happy to be
given this opportunity to present an in-
teresting young artist to the campus. Ms.
Devine has choreographed pieces for such
dance companies as Roxanne Dance
Company and the New Haven Dance En-
semble. She has been involved for several
years with the expansion of dance op-
portunities in Connecticut.
Improvisation
BBIHIr'iirrnfflllW^^^ . -,.a.Ji»-...Bra • • — — T « M « • • • i
An open improvisation class was held in the dance studio on Friday December
2nd. The first ha If of the class was spent on standard improvisatory exercises.
Compostion was emphasized in the second half. Photo by Nina Meiedardi
Postlud.es Presents:
A program of Baroque and Christmas Chamber Music.
Wednesday, December 11 at <j p.m. in the Chapel. Admission is free. Peggy
Holmes, soprano, Unda Alexander/Hute, Omar Dahbour, violiri, Sireanne Gates,
organ and the Trinity Brass Choir. - ,
MOWSE BY GREG POTTER
IN DtS DIRE TIME o ' RECESSION.
IT An AUU DE MORE IMPORTAUT
TO GROOVE WIF MAM* NATURE \
LIKE WE IS OOIN' NOW BY s
O1 1>E FIRST SNOWFALW"
NOTHIN' HKE
EATEO VIOLENCE TO
PUT p£ WARM1H' OtOW
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by Matthew Moloshok
At law school, students study The Law.
These words are always to be capitalized,
for The Law must command a great deal of
respect. As some encyclopedia once noted,
"If there were no law, people could do
. exactly as they wanted."
Heaven forbid. Or the court.
One Man's Paper Chase
Matthew Moloshok 74 is a first
year law student at George
Washington University in
Washington D.C. At Trinity,
Moloshok was editor of the TRIPOD






A phone call. A simple,
ten-cent phone call for a cab
could save your friend's life.
If your friend has been
drinking too much, he shouldn't
be driving.
The automobile crash is
the number ©ne cause of death
of people your age. And the
ironic thing is that the drunk
drivers responsible for killing
young people are most often
other young people.
Take a minute. Spend a
dime. Call a cab. That's all. If
you c .in't do that, drive him
yourself. Or let him sleep on
your couch.
We're not asking you to
be a doctor or a cop. Just a friend.
I
DRUNK DRIVER, DEPT. Y*
BOX 2345
ROCKV1LLE; MARYLAND 20852
1 want t:o save a friend's life.




•HlltilH HIGHWAY SAFfcTVADVISOHYCOMWirrEE I
Respect for The Law by an officer of the
court is very becoming, because officers of
the court get to wear the latest Cardin Suits.
(There was once a time when lawyers only
wore grey flannel, but now that is reserved
for the lawyers who worked for the Com-
mittee to Re-Elect).
This is not a treatise on The Law, however,
but simply a brief expose on "the paper
chase."
The paper chased is not cash. Most law
students disclaim any interest in that, which
will undoubtedly give the great majority of
them sleepless guilt-filled nights once they
take jobs.
What the paper chase does refer to is a
movie which refers to the first year of
Harvard Law School, an experience I cannot
refer to. At a much more modest law school,
professor's daughters do not look like the
heroine, and certainly do not jump into bed
with the' first student they run into at a
pizzeria.
A typical teacher is the former-prosecutor
who brings his beagle, Terrier Mason,to
criminal law. Each time there's a question
about how the defense would proceed he
•demands of the dog "What do you think
about that, Terrier?" (In 14 years of his own
T.V. show, Terrier never lost a case.)
That professor teaches "by the Socratic
method. That means never giving an an-
swers only unanswerable questions. This is
supposed to teach the law students surgical
incisiveness of mind. Personally. I wouldn't
want a surgeon operating on me if the only
words out of his mouth were "Where's the
kidney?" After a class period, the answer
turns out to be we were not looking for the
kidney at all but for the upper esophagus,
and the client's a bleeding carcass.
Speaking of surgeons reminds me that the
biggest criminal law problem in law school
is catching the surgeon who takes a scalpel
to law reviews and reports of court
decisions, removing their innards so no one
else can use them. Whether Jack the Ripper
is a frustrated pre-med or a frustrated thief,
can't be determined, although the
categories are not mutually exclusive. This
also helps to explain why law students feel
the urge to appear for the defense.
MOOT'COURT }
"A typical teacher is the former
prosecutor who brings his beagle,
Terrier Mason, to criminal law/'
Anyway, back to the classroom. You and
your classmates prepare little presentations
on appellate court decisions. Each decision
is supposed to illustrate a point of law. This
is called the case method, and like the
rhythm method it has its casualties, and for
many of the same reasons. You're never
sure of what you're doing.
Allegedly, "the system works" (I feel
very bad saying that in these post-pardon
days) -- when, the student works at it, day in
day out, bringing to the subject tremendous
logical capacity, humanism, and energy in
527-9088
vPrioli
Pizza & Grinder Shop
11 ajoGL*. - m i d n l t e
Closed Wednesdays
Jumbo Hot Oven Grinders
Shells & Spaghetti
Extra Large Tray Pizzas
'- Special Cold-Cut Trays.






114 NEW BRITAIN AVE.
HARTFORD, CT.
527-9088
ferreting out the "rule" of the case. After
expanding all that energy, the student has
no capacity for logical thinking, let alone
humanism, All it does is put students to
sleep.
When awake, the student is supposed to
find out that The Law comes from very
many sources, the most important being
what j tdges and policemen think it is. A
second source according to Holmes, is
"experience". Law professors, and law
students, think themselves addressing the
experience of lived life in talking of Actus
non facit reum, nisi mens sit rea. Or res ipsa
loquitur. Or quare clausum fregit.
There's not too much else to say about
classes, other than that they are very big,
say 100 or so, and all the students have the
markings of leather- lunged lawyers.
Contemporary tendencies toward
caucophony capsize the alleged soaringly-
high level of discourse. (It used to be law
students were afraid to speak, because their
professors would slice them up into bits so
small they could be mailed home with a ten
cent stamp and a little note explaining
"Your child will never make a good
lawyer." But postage rates went up and the
procedure was declared to be cruel and
unusual punishment, contravening the
Eighth Amendment, following the logic w
Robinson y. California, which held it un-
constitutional to punish a person for his
status. If you understand what I just said,
you did very well on your LSATs, and I envy
you.
A good example comes from my Wrongs
class. The topic, circumstantial evidence.
The facts: a banana peel on a train plat-
form, which a 90-year- old slips on. Held: no
showing of negligence by. the railroad
- company, for insufficiency of evidence.
Query: "Why not put the banana on the
stand? I'm sure it'd testify to save its own
skin."
In closing, you should recall that "If there
were no law, people could do exactly as tney
wanted." This includes law students, wno
are generally ground down by the process,
being unable to do anything they want ex-
cept work, work, and work.
The type of person who is best suited to the
paper chase has an excellent capacity w
soak in, retain, and work with tremendous
quantities of caffeine.. .. . ,.„ „_
IT'S STILL NOT TOO LATE!
SPEND THE SPRING IN
PARIS or MADRID
ACADEMIC YEAR ABROAD
221 East 50th Street, New York, N.Y.
212-752-2734
Semester • Year • Summer Program
Medical School:
Promised Land,
Or More Of The Same?
by Peter Basch
Medical school: is it the promised land, or
just more of the same? I realize this answer
won't help anyone sleep better, but the most
I can say is, it is both, and neither.
Depending on the way you view and carry
yourself during your first year, it can be a
tremendous experience, or pure hell.
The first year of medical school is not easy
no matter how,, you look at it. The most
striking difference between medical school
and college is purely a time factor. Whereas
the average pre-med spencs about 15-20
hours a week involved in classes and labs,
the first semester of medical school easily
entails 35-45 hours per week of just class
time. On top of that is the 20-30 hours of
studying that must be done each week
(that's an average of about 3-4 hours per
day, 7 days a week). Whether you put in a
minimal effort or study all the time, chronic
exhaustion is something you have to get
used to.
Classes in medical school are somewhat
different from college. The entire 1st year
class takes the same courses together.
Consequently, classes are held in a large
lecture hall (like an auditorium). The lec-
turer uses a microphone and very often
Herein lies a major truth (as they say in
"Kung Fu"). There is no necessity for at-
tending classes. The faculty possess no
esoteric knowledge. Everything they say is
contained in the standard references (you
choose the text you're most comfortable
with—the factual material doesn't differ
from book to book). There is no necessity for
taking notes. Every class that is in a "note"
course (you are tested solely on material
presented in class) is taken care of by the
"note-taking service." In classes of "text-
book" courses (you are tested solely on
material covered in a reference work),
lectures are just embellishment. Thus,
classes should be used for clarification and
enjoyment. Yet many students continue to
torture themselves by going to every class
and taking copious.
What I am getting at is that there are
(basically) two types of medical students,
and that this difference accounts for the
contrasting perceptions of the 1st year
experience. The student who continues the
obsessive-compulsive character of the pre-
med is in for a hard time. Not only is that
mode of thought and behavior inappropriate
(you've already passed the obstacle, you're
"Depending on the way you view and
carry yourself during the first year, it
can he a tremendous experience,
or pure helL"
accompanies his/her talk with a slide
presentation (you get used to it). The use of
this electronic equipment adds also the
benefit of comic relief, as it often malfunc-
tions.
When was the last time you heard a round
of applause after a particularly good class?
While it may seem like a remnant of 19th
century romanticism, it is common in
medical school. Depending on the mood and
fatigue of the class, applause can also follow
a joke, or even anything the lecturer says.
("Today we will examine the mechanisms of
lipid transport," (big round of applause).
"Lipid transport occurs in several different
systems," (another round of applause).
"What's everyone clapping about?" (more
applause). It's reminiscent of M*A*S*H*.)
Ever eat a pine tree? Medical students
consume enormous amounts of paper. This
usage occurs because of two sources,
faculty and students. Most lecturers
distribute "handouts" for each lecture
which can be anything from a complete
outline of the entire lecture replete with
diagrams, to a totally incomprehensible,
mess. (Incidently, handouts make excellent
paper airplanes.) Students use an incredible
amount of paper through our "note-taking
service." This involves paying students to
take detailed notes of every lecture, which




(CPS)—Divorce is on the upswing and so
is the number of young people staying
single, according to a study released early
this month by the US Bureau of the Census.
The study is the result of a survey con-
ducted last March, and it shows that in 1974
there are 63 divorced persons for every 1000
in nuptial bliss. This compares to only 47 per
1000 in 1970 and 35 per 1000'in 1960.
.Young people are also inclined to stay
single longer, says the report. Since 1960, the
Percentage of unmarried persons under 35
"as risen sharply. For example, there has
oeen an n% increase in the proportion of
unmarried women between the ages of 20
, ana 24—from 28% in 1960 to 39% in 1970.
in); it is self-defeating (you can make
yourself miserable).
"But I have to know everything for the
test." Bullshit! There is no way you can
know everything, even if you study 24 hours
a day. Besides, what good does knowing
everything now do you (assuming the hn-
possible, that you can master everything in
a course); no good. The material that you
learn in the 1st year is not used for another
year or two. And as memory fades with
disuse, only the essentials will be remem-
bered when the real test comes (the real test
being, of course, your ability to diagnose
and treat patients).
Thus, study can and should be directed
toward knowing essentials. Most schools
now use some type of pass/fail system (the
passing grade is. usually 70-75%). I consider
a "pass" as criterion level (i.e., 100%" of
material that must be known at this stage).
Therefore, any grade above a 70% signifies
time wasted on trivia (it is above and
beyond criterion). Although this philosophy
could be called "reaching for the
mediocre," I think it makes good sense.
Afterall, if a "pass" wasn't good enough, it
wouldn't be a "pass".
It is very easy to make yourself miserable
in medical school if you forget this per-
spective. To "pass" medical school
(reaching 100% of criterion) takes lots of
work, but still leaves free time. This free
time can be used in many ways. You can
take' in the culture of the city, or broaden
your medical knowledge by reading jour-
nals or actually observing medical-surgical
procedures. (Incidently, TV is great in D.C.
"Twilight Zone" is on three times a week,
"Outer Limits" and "Combat" once a week,
and all night continuous movies on Friday.)
Yes, it is possible, no, it is necessary to
enjoy medical school. Certainly there is
enough work to keep anyone busy, but a line
can and must be drawn between class work
and personal free time. Medical school is not
hard; it takes some amount of time and
discipline. And you can't flunk out unless
you stop working. So there's really no ex-
cuse not to "live" during medical school.
There is much to enjoy in medical school.
As everyone takes classes together, there is
a refreshing spirit of class togetherness.
This feeling of togetherness exists inspite of
the enormous diversity of age and interests
in the class. (The person next to me in
histology lab is a 38 year old woman with a
doctorate in physical chemistry.) Cliques no
longer have meaning. Freaks, jocks, and
yes, even nurds (people who carry brief
cases and wear undershirts) get along. You
are no longer competing (or shouldn't be)
with your classmates. You can enjoy your
classmates without the "collegiate" fear,
"should I be talking to this person?"
Let me stop preaching for a moment and
offer some practical advise on what to look
for in a medical school. Last year (as a
senior pre-med) I thought the most im-
portant thing to look for in a medical school
was the amount of clinical exposure offered
to 1st and 2nd year students (the preclinical
years). However, I now see that as a minor
point; that type of experience is really just
Along with this upswing is an increase in
the number of young people who establish
their own households, called "primary
individuals." About three out of four men
and women under the age of 35 who were
primary individuals in 1974 have never
married.
Soft GovhJobs
(CPS)—The Civil Service Commission has
announced that there are still many op-
portunities for student summer employment
with the federal government next summer.
The deadline for test applications for
these jobs is January 17. Those scoring
acceptable test results will form an ap-
plicant pool of about 100,000 people, only
10,000 of which will actually be hired.
Information for the jobs are available
through placement offices or from the Civil
• Service Commission, Washington DC 20415.
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"playing doctor." I now see four important
factors in choosing a medical school:
1) Does it operate under- a pass/fail
grading system?
2) Is it in an area of. the country in which
you'd like to live in for the next four years?
3) Does the school appear friendly and
easy going (something you should be able to
sense during your visit t ea school for an
interview)?
4) How much patient-care responsibility is
given 3rd and 4th year students (some
schools unfortunately make the 3rd and 4th
years relatively useless by allowing their
students to do little more than observe)?
Being a former pre-med, I realize that it is
hell before you get in. But once in medical
school, the experience is what you make of
it. Depending on your value system, you can
enjoy yourself, or have a miserable time.
An old Mend of mine signed my high
school yearbook with the phrase, "Live
Now," I didn't know what he meant then,
and wasn't sure all throughout college, but
am finally beginning to understand now.
Medical education can involve 7-10 years of
your life (including post-graduate training).
To wait till you're 30 years old to start
"living" can imbue you with lifelong bit-
terness and guilt (check out the alcoholism
and suicide rates for middle-aged
physicians).
Medical school; promised land, or more of
the same? Well, it's not the promised land;
but it can give you. a chance to enjoy
yourself. More of the same; it can beif you
don't watch it. Be good to yourself.
Peter Basch is a first year medical school student at George
Washington University. At Trinity, Basch was involved in student
government and taught a course on parapsychology. He is perhaps
best remembered as the "Profit of Doom," the Tripod's controversial
columnist.
Swedes & Grapes
(CPS)—The powerful Swedish-trade union
federation will join an international boycott
of California grapes and lettuce in support of
Cesar Chavez's United Farm Workers.
A total boycott in Sweden is necessary to
any international action, according to unidn
organizers, since Sweden buys about four-
fifths of the Californian lettuce and two-
thirds of the grapes exported to Europe.
Unopened Files
According to Ralph Maddry, Registrar,
only ten Trinity students have turned in
written requests for access to their college
files since the Buckley law went into effect
on November 19. No one has been permitted
this access yet. Trinity College has 45 days
from the day the first student-made request
before they are liable to lose federal aid
from HEW. According to Maddry, Trinity is
waiting as long as possible, hoping for
clarification of the law in the interval.
New Meal Pass
Saga will give students new meal-ticket
cards next semester, says Dave Meyers,
head of Trinity's food service. The cards will
be of the punch variety with a space for each
meal for each day in (he semester. They will
be either punched or blacked out for each
meal.
Meyers said students who, choose notvto
eat in Mather may eat free in the Cave. For
meal ticket holders skipping lunch in the
main dining halls, a one dollar and twenty
cent credit will be available in the Cave
from 2 PM until 4 PM. Dinner in the Ca.ve
will be available from 7 PM to 8:30 PM and
the credit at this time will be about $1.40.
The punch card will be used in all dining
areas, according to Meyers, along with ID
cards in the Cave.






Dr. Hugh Ogden, assistant professor of
English, will be away from Trinity next
term on a leave of absence to continue his
writings. Ogden has been on sabbatical this
term.
Ogden's courses will be offered by sub-
stitute teachers. JordonPecilewill cover his
English 300 course, Studies in Genre:
Modern Fiction; Ms. Ruth Whitman will
take English 319, Poetry Workshop; and
English 190, Survey of Western Literature,
will be taught by Ms. Neiditz. Poetry
Workshop will meet on Thursday nights at
7:00 instead of Tuesdays at the same time.
Ogden said he was given a grant from the
Connecticut Commission on the Arts and
will also be spending a short time at Central
Connecticut State College, where he will be
working with seniors interested in teaching
poetry to high school students. He plans to
have a book of poetry out in the spring.
Ogden will return to Trinity next fall.
Company Binds Professors' Text Books
In August, College & University Press
went to press with their first textbook which
is guaranteed to offer each faculty member
at any college the chance to be their own
publisher, and it offers the student the most
up-to-date material on any topic, no matter
how specialized or contemporary, while the
subject is still relevant. Furthermore, the
price is economical.
The Custom-Text's, as the Washington,
D.C. based company has named them, are 6
x 9 inch bound softcover books which con-
tain journal articles and notes selected by
the professor to build a course on which he
feels will benefit students most,
The professor simply sends CUP a list of
the material he wishes to be included. As
soon as College and University Press
receives the list of selections, they begin
contacting the authors for permission to
include their articles in the Custom-Text.
Royalties are paid to each author granting
permission. CUP then prints the Custom-
Text directly from the original material.
Since the print runs are usually short -100 to
200 copies, an inexpensive paper printing
plate can be used. The result, a low cost,
complete textbook.
Most textbook companies will not even
consider publishing a book unless they can
be assured that a minimum of 5,W0 copies
will be sold. Typesetting costs alone can run
as high as $3,000 on a single book. CUP skips
this costly step by printing directly from the
original material. This concept is par-
ticularly useful for unusual or specialized
courses, such as those offered during the
January interterm or the 4-1-4 curriculum
now popular at hundreds of colleges, and
one shot courses for special events.
Most professors or students are never
totally satisfied with any single standard
text. Either the text has a lot of material
they cannot use or lacks something that
reflects their own particular needs. The
Custom-Test allows the professor to include
everything he or she feels will benefit the
students most.
"We can produce and deliver a Custom-
Text in eight weeks" says CUP Vice
President, Jerry Watson. Ordinarily,
however, it takes three to four months from
the day the professor sends in the course
materials until the book appears in the
college bookstore. Compared to about 24
months often required for publication of a
conventional hardcover text, this is fast
service.
With the increasing cost of tuition, room
and board, and with many courses requiring
more than one textbook, price is important.
The price of a Custom-Text is determined
by the professor's selection of feature ar-
ticles to be reprinted. Price of a Custom-
Text varies according to page count
amounting to about $5.95 for a 200-page
book, or 3 cents per page. If a book runs less
than 150 pages, the cost will be $4.50.
"What all this means to the student", says
Watson, "is that in the future less textbooks
will be needed for specific courses. The
material being studied will be current and
less notes will have to be taken because they
will already appear in the text."
The Traditions Behind Santa Clans
The portrait that Clement C. Moore paints
of Santa Claus in his poem "Twas the Night
Before Christmas" has become the
traditional impression of the legendary
bringer of gifts for children. Symbolizing the
spirit of generosity and festivity, Santa
Claus dresses in a bright red suit and hat
trimmed with white fur. Moore describes
Santa as having a long, flowing white beard,
twinkling eyes and merry dimples, a nost
like a cherry, and round belly "that shook,
when he laughed, like a bowlful of jelly."
In the hopes that Santa Claus and his
reindeer will soon land on the rooftop,
American children go to bed early on
Christmas Eve. Stockings are traditionally
hung by the fireplace, and if he is lucky,
Santa will find food that the children have
left for him and his reindeer. Upon waking
in the morning, the children delightfully
discover gifts, in stockings and under the
Christmas tree, that the jovial old soul has
left.
Yet the Santa Claus we are familiar with
today is unlike his original model, St.
Nicholas, whose tradition has brought to
New York by Dutch settlers during the early
development of the New World, St. Nicholas
was a bishop in fourth century Asia Minor,
noted for his kindness and generosity.
Legends grew up surrounding him, and
many miracles were attributed to him.
One of the most famous legends is the
story of how he miraculously restored back
to life three young gentlemen who had been
murdered by a vicious innkeeper. Another









































































































































































































































































famous legend shows how the leaving of
presents in the night came about. There
once was a poor old man who had three
lovely daughters. But because they had no
dowry, they could never marry, and so were
doomed to lives of lonliness. When St.
Nicholas heard the story, he went to their
house during the night and left three bags ot
gold, a dowry for each daughter. Thus began
the custom of leaving gifts in the night.
St. Nicholas eventually became the patron
saint and guardian of children/maidens,
and scholars. He is also the patron saint o
Russia and Greece, as well as of several
European cities. Many churches dedicated
to his honor are scattered throughout me
world. a
The Dutch traditionally celebrate &•
Nicholas' feast day on Dec. 6. On tnai
morning the children awake in anticipation
of what the bishop has left in their stockings.
In Holland and other European countries,
St. Nick was a stern man who threatened to
leave a whip to naughty children. He was a
serious-looking but colorfully attired bisnop.
Even today, men impersonate St. Nicholas,
riding through the streets on a" white horse
and bearing gifts. ,
The customs of St. Nicholas" feast day
have been absorbed into the .American.
Christmas festivities during the last two-
hundred years. We keep many Dutcn
customs, but we also owe credit to ouier
countries where the supernatural qualities
we attribute to our Santa Claus nave
originated. , „
We find Norwegian influence in the Norse
legend of Kris Kringle. He, his eight rein-
deer, and his sleigh flew through the air,
landing on rooftops, in much the same way
as our Santa does today. Folklore, super
stition, and the ancient beliefs that super
natural events occur on Christmas EveNKW
to the development of Santa Claus super
neural qualities that children love.
Canada is receptive to the Amencan
tradition of Santa Claus. Children]hang
stockings in the expectation that Santa w£
come down the chimney and fill * « « ^
gifts. In England, Australia, and Soui
Africa, Santa* Claus is known as Father
Christmas. Italy's Santa Claus « a fema
named Befama. Although the idea tf»
Claus is not American m " ? « * £
fluence of American t ^ ^
most of the European countries
gift giving.
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Soap Operas Revisited
Yesterday's Soap
The soap opera has always been shunned
by the more cultivated sects of our society.
It has been denounced as poorly written,
simple-minded and sentimental. It has been
riduculed for not coming to grips with the
real issues of the day.
Early radio soaps centered on the
traumatic sufferings of the woman. She was
faced either with an alcoholic husband, an
unfaithful one or a dead one. Or, she was
caught between a passionate love and a
secure marriage, poverty or wealth. The
moral and deeply voiced announcer would
always recognize the dilemma and impose
his corny gush on the audience-"When you
suddenly meet a stranger and your heart
tells you he's the man you've been waiting
for all your life, what do you do if you're
already engaged to someone else?"
Certain professionals have even called
soaps dangerous. Dr. Louis I. Berg, a NY
psychiatrist, led a crusade against the soaps
in 1941. He diagnosed certain symptoms of
anxiety and high blood pressure in his
patients as stemming from addiction to
radio serials. To document his diagnosis, he
took a dosage of soap opera himself and
found his own blood pressure rising. The
doctor believed soaps attracted neurotics
and sadistic hypocondriacs, feeding on those
who need a release from the treachery of
reality.
Much to the dismay of many members of
academia, soap addiction is no longer
limited to the sterotypical, fat, roller-
headed housewife, stuffed to the brim with
potato chips. Granted, the largest number of
viewers are and always will be the non-
working, stay at home woman. But today,
soapers come from all life-styles and all
educational backgrounds. They are
members of both sexes and they are very
likely to be college students.
Just go into the TV room in your college
from Monday to Friday, between noon and
3:30 and you'll find them. They are the
shameful ones, glancing at the tube, trying
their hardest to look disinterested, but
finding it almost impossible to hold back the
tears when Chris Brooks of "The Young and
the Restless" realizes her husband, Snap-
per, has a kid she didn't give him.
Today's Suds
In today's soaps, there are war protesters,
LSD, ecology, thoughts on abortion, Jesus
Freaks and other things that would shock
Ma Perkins of the radio days. Women
pursue concert careers, writing, law and
medicine. And their marriages are very
often affected by such diversions. Eunice,
on "Search for Tommorrow" after taking a
stab at freelance writing, loses her lawyer
husband in the process, a stuffy narrow
type, very much on the mueho macho side.
In the latest Nielsen ratings of the
Madison Metropolitan Area Audience
Summary, 8000 out of a total of 28,000 women
watching television, from noon to 3:30, are
between 18 and 34 years old. At this time
period they are tuned into the three major
network stations which carry nothing but
soaps, excluding a half hour between 12:30
and 1 p.m.
As for the men, there are 2000 out of a total
of 9000 watching the major networks during
the same time period, who are between the
ages of 18 and 34.
"The Young and the Restless" and "All
My Children" tie as the most highly viewed
soaps among young people. 7000 people in
the 18-34 age bracket are watching these two
soaps at a given moment.
These two soaps are a new breed in
daytime drama. "All My Children" has
made many poignant anti-war statements in
past shows. In one sequence, Mary Ficket,
who plays the character of Ruth Brent,
made a moving speech against the Vietnam
war when news came that her son Phillip
had been killed there. She won an Emmy
Award for this speech in 1973 for "Most
Important Contribution to a Daytime
Drama." And speaking of Phillip, he turned
out not to be dead after all. His real mother,
Amy, who is now off the show, was a liberal
political activist dedicated to the peace
movement. In between marches to
Washington, she spent her time keeping




Kathryn Wood, Christian Science coun-
selor at Trinity, talked about her activities
in a recent interview. "Our work is just to
ferret out Christian Science students on the
campus who have lost interest and help
them". She said the students receive
counseling "in everything they need", and
not just in religious matters.
The Christian Science counselor, ac-
cording to Ms. Wood, "prays spiritually for
people". These counselors, she continued,
"loiow some of the powers of God, know that,
every person in his real being is an idea of
God".
"We do healing work too", she added,
noting "I myself was healed of a serious
condition" through Christian Science. Ms.
Wood explained that their method is "not
like faith healing, but more like un-
derstanding a principle."
Ms. Wood said she has received - and,
welcomes - inquiries from students who are,
not Christian Scientists. "We don't like tb
proselytize", she emphasized. She said she
helps non-Christian Scientists "byvloving
and healing them"..*.-,, > : :
Christian Science is a worldwide religion,
according to Ms. Wood, and "it has grown
very fast". She counsels at several cam-
puses and commented that "at Trinity there
doesn't seem to be the inquiring thought"
she has seen on some campuses.
Ms. Wood is available at the library every
Thursday from 5-7:30 p.m.
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knowing she was his real mother.
The other top-rated soap, "The Young and
the Restless" centers on the Brooks family.
The four beautiful daughters all have their
own contemporary problems to cope with.
These are not "hip" people, by any means.
Rather, they are concerned with marriage
and the essentials of life.
Chris, the middle daughter, a vulnerable
young woman indeed, decides to leave the
securities of home and go out on her own.
She lives in such a make- believe world of
babies and love that she manages to get
herself raped. The trial, the fear of facing
the accused and all the other traumas of
rape are depicted in detail.
Peg, the youngest daughter, and a college
freshman, has many an open and
uninhibited talk with Dad about "what men
expect" and the virtues of virginity.
It is the first show to allow seminude
scenes, and lovemaking is frequent.
Basically, both soaps are straight and
compromising. But the mixture of old with
new, the use of contemporary issues and
controversial subjects makes them popular
to young soapers.
The Psychology of Soap
Despite the trend toward contemporary
issues, soaps are basically not respected by
most people. After all, in soapland, most of
the people are not dedicated to political
issues, or concerned with academics or
success. Why do students watch them so
loyally and so rigorously if their intellects
tell them not to?
The reason is simple. Discard the
melodrama, the crime and the illegitimacy
and what the soap opera comes down to is
pure emotion-relationships, between man
and woman, parents and children and each
other.
Kay Alden, script-writer for the "Young
and the Restless" on CBS explained her
theory on student viewership. "The un-
derlying constant concern, the interpersonal
relationships, the problems of people-
students are hungry for that kind of caring,"
she said.
"After all the resurgence of campus
unrest, all the preoccupation with worldly
problems, students seek the outlet of per-
sonal involvement."
Alden sees the soap opera as an escape
from the sometimes cold and impersonal
environment of the campus. "The greatest
emotions in the world come from one to one
relations, not emotions from participating in
a riot on State St." she said.
Alden also believes that the soaps help to
educate some people, other than students,
who would normally balk at changing social
norms. "Simply by the nature of the
medium, by the fact that you have to make
concessions to that situation, soap operas
can do a lot to make people more tolerant."
"Although the transfer from ignorance to
acceptance is not complete, there a;-e im-
portant messages that the characters are
getting across," she continued.
To some soapers, the line between fantasy
and reality is never drawn. Ms. Alden made
reference to the fan mail on the "Young and
the Restless," that is sent to Genoa City, the
fictitious town where the soap takes place. It
just so happens that there is a real Genoa
City in Wisconsin. Eventually the city post
office got wise and started sending letters
addressed to the "Brooks Family" to CBS.
The Secret Soaper
Regardless of their popularity among
students, soaps are a secret obsession. The
soaper is not an open advocate. He hides his
obsession in the privacy of his Mvingroom.
Admission invokes guilt and inferiority.
Even the creators of the soaps tend to
mumble their professions in alleyways.
Whatever the motivation is to conceal
one's "love of soap," the facts are clear that
they are watched-with dedication. There is
a great need for many people to tune in
tomorrow and the next day and the next day.
As one student put it - "Soaps are a good
excuse to get up in the morning."
Michael Dinner, recording artist on the Fantasy label, will be
at the WRTC studios on the Trinity campus for an informal rap
and concert on Thursday, Dec. 12, at 7:30 p.m., program
director Ralph Sinsheiiiier announced yesterday. While the
public is not invited to the studios, the rap and concert will be
broadcast on WRTC. Dinner, a. relatively new singer and
composer, has been favorably compared to Jackson Browne,
among others,
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Editorial Comments
Set An Example
Last week students received a letter in their p.o. boxes from the
Committee on Energy at Trinity asking them to save paper by using
recycled envelopes and paper.
If the committee wants to impress upon students the need to save
paper they should send their own message on used paper. Why
couldn't they use the channels of publicity available at the college to
reach students? Certainly if the Tripod and WRTC were to carry
notices similar to the mailing, students would get the point.
Another example of paper wastage was the letter to all students
and facilty describing "what to do if it snows." The letter only told
students what they knew already:" "If it snows go to classes as
usual." If the administration felt this banal message was necessary,
why couldn't they use the Tripod and WRTC to spread the word?
We praise the intentions the Committee on Energy; however, if
they want to impress students with their own committment to saving
energy they will have to set a better example.
We look forward to hearing more suggestions from them in the
future on saving energy and resources, delivered through the proper
channels.
Letters to the Editor-
"Pass-Fail" "Thanks
To the Editor:
The recent modification of the Pass-Pail
option allows for greater flexibility in the
grading system. However, the student does
not derive maximum benefit from an option
that is intended to deemphasize grades and
emphasize learning. Instead the Pass-Pail
option is just an easy credit and, often,
classes are unattended and books gather
dust. The initial purpose has been defeated.
The student doesn't make an effort to derive
the utmost knowledge from a course. He is
satisfied with "getting by."
Many may shy away from taking a course
for a grade because they are uncertain of
success. Hence, they elect the Pass-Fail
option. If the student does well (under the
present system) he can be rewarded for his
accomplishments by dropping the Pass-Fail
tw6v weeks prior to final exams. Others,
however, continue the Pass-Fail option
because they may still be uncertain of
success on the final examination. If the
student does poorly on the final he may still
pass. If he does well, he will still pass. There
is no reward or incentive for the student to
continue learning.
The only way to maintain the incentive is
by allowing the student to choose his Pass-
Fail course at the END of the semester (as
long as not in the major field of con-
centration). This would permit the student
to make best use of a Pass-Fail option and
would maintain the incentive which is lost




Recently I got another piece of junk mail
in my box and instead of just pushing it back
through, 1 gave it a quick glance. To my
surprise (not really) it was Crom another
one of those ridiculous college committees.
This memo on wasting paper I thought was
particularly good because oE the fact that
one of their recommendations was "In any
mailing, particularly for mass distribution,
use both sides of a page and the smallest size




This is a Pseudonym
"Hor-Flicks
To the Editor:
Because few students have expressed an
interest in seeing midnight horror films, we
have decided not to show them next
semester. This is not an irreversible
decision. Anyone wishing to protest, please
express your feelings in writing (address
letters to "Horror Films-Cinestudio"). If the
response is sufficient we will gladly
reconsider.
Martha Cohen, Mary Nelson
Student Managers, Cinestudio
To the Editor: .• * ;! >
I want to thank all thestiidertts who filled
out the course evaluation forms at
registration last week. We realize that it
takes a while to fill them out, and we want
everybody to know that your efforts are
sincerely appreciated. Also, thanks to the
people who helped pass out the forms.
Just about everyone who pre-registered
filled out at least one form, for a response
rate for all courses of about 78%. Con-
sidering that about 10% of the students
taking courses this semester didn't pre-
satisfied with andregister, we're quite
appreciative of the results. Moreover, the
"Medical Facilties"
comment response level went up from 29%
to an estimated 56% this time.
Students who didn't pre-register (Rome-
ites, exchange students, leaving, etc.) have
been sent forms through the mail. For
anyone else who didn't yet fill out the forms,
there are some blank ones available in
Mather Hall lobby, next to a collection box.







The Medical Facilities Advisory Panel
(MFAP) is a student government impaneled
committee which concerns itself with
student health surveys, physical layout of
the Medical Office, and long range health
care. Last week MFAP distributed a
Student Guide to Health Services at Trinity
College which is hoped to be not only en-
tertaining, but informative. The committee
suggests that you keep your copy in a handy
place for ready reference.
NFAP would especially like to thank Dean
Spencer, David Lowe, and the entire crew at
Central Services who aided in the guide's
publication.
There will be a meeting for any students
interested in working on the Medical
Facilities Advisory Panel this Wednesday,






The events of this past week were very
important and quite thought provoking for
the Trinity community. The organization of
a fast to aid the hunger cause proved very
successful in raising over $2000. Some 750
students agreed not to eat at Mather Hall,
while many others contributed generously.
A real quiet descended over the campus
Thursday, when many people began to
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ponder the real implications of the problem.
Guerilla theatre was performed Wed-
nesday night to make the entire student
body more aware of the problem. Un-
fortunately it was greeted by ridicule and
scorn by many students. People were
already armed with such thoughtless, yet
intellectualized comments as "The starving
people's stomachs are so shrunken that they
don't even feel the hunger." If the per-
formance was seen as a nuisance then that
is what we sorely needed to heighten our
awareness. We can no longer gloss over
such devastating problems with idle con-
versation. Those actors had the right to their
own particular brand of freedom of speech,
which they carried, out with concentration
and courage.
Also disappointing was the insensitivity of
some of the faculty to the cause. Though a
few fasted and many contributed, some
others chose to totally ignore the cause on
their way into a filling lunch in Hamlin Hall
on Thursday morning. And few, if any, saw
fit to attend William Sloane Coffin's im-
portant lecture. A fine example for the rest
of the Trinity community!
Admittedly the fast was, as Coffin put it, a
small drop in a large bucket. But it was a
start. Aside from the practical financial
aspect, fasting helped to make some
students more aware of a minute part of
what the starving of the world feel daily,
without hope for any relief. We are all
spoiled and have to start changing our
wasteful, self-indulgent ways now. The fast
was a fine start, but its themes and goals
should not stop here. Those people who
organized it should be praised for their
compassionate ideals that served to shake
many people out of the lethargy Trinity has
instilled in us. Hopefully their spirit will one
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by Martin Kanoff
The celebration of Hanukkah, the Festival
of Lights, has undergone many changes
since its original inception 2139 years ago.
Due to its time in the year, a great many
people assume that it is as significant as
Christmas. This is a misconception, since
Hanukkah is not even mentioned in the
Bible-it appears in the Apochrypha, a set of
writings written too late to be put into an
already recognized Bible.
Historically, Hanukkah commemorates
the initial defeat of the Syrian-Greeks led by
Antiochus IV-or Epiphanes, as he liked to
have himself called. After a little more than
three years of fighting, Judah the Maccabee
led his forces into Jerusalem and cleansed
the Temple from the worship of Antiochus-
which sacrificed pigs, animals forbidden
even under Biblical law-and rededicated
the Temple on the twenty-fifth day of the
Hebrew month of Kislev. The celebration
lasted for eight days in all, which is the.
Hanukkah
original reason that Hanukkah is an eight
day holiday. The rabbis of a later day
changed the significance of Hanukkah by
saying that the reason for an eight day
celebration was that during the rededication
a cruse of oil burnt for eight days-a miracle
designed to counteract the one acclaimed by
a branch of Judaism, the Christians.
The celebration' of the holiday com-
memorates the rededication of the Temple
rather than its liberation. Since the events
took place in Israel, the Psalms of Hallel-
psalms of praise (113-118)--are said.
Hanukkah candles are lit following the
tradition of Rabbi Hillel: one candle is lit the
first night along with the shammus, which
means helper or watcher, and an additional
candle is added each night until nine candles
are lit on the eighth night. The candles are
put into the Hanukkiah, or Hanukkah
menorah, from right to left. Lighting only
the shammus with a match, a person takes
the shammus and lights the new candle
first-that is, lights the candles from left to
right Qn the first night, three blessings are_
chanted; during the remainder of the
holiday, only two blessings are chanted: a)
the commandment to light the Hanukkah
lights, and b) acknowledging G-d as a doer
of miracles in the times of our fathers and
now. The additional blessing said on the first
night is a traditional blessing said at all
happy occasions-thanks to G-d for keeping
us alive to celebrate the happy event.
Various songs are sung around the
Hanukkah lights, and the meal usually has
latkes, or potato pancakes-part of the
rabbinical story about the cruse of oil
miracle. Small children are usually given
little gifts in America so that they won't feel
left out at Christmas, but there is no
religious basis for this.
Exploring the rabbis' decisions from the
early centuries of this era, one can see why
they would have wanted to de-emphasize the
military victory-- especially after the
defeats by Rome in 70 and again in 135.
Going beyond the issue of national
sovereignty, there lies the question of
religious •freedon: This is the same freedom
that our founding fathers came here for in
the early seventeenth century in this New
England area.
The curious legend about the draydel, or
top, is also rabbinically oriented. The legend
says that this toy was used by students of
Judaic law to deceive the Syrian-Greeks
about their activities. They would keep the
draydels with them while studying and, at a
signal from the sentry, would stop studying
and pretend to gamble with these tops. The
draydel has the letters nun, gitnel, hay, and
shin printed on them. These letters stand for
the words Nes Gadol Hayah Sham, meaning
that a great miracle happened there. In
Israel, there was a substitution of pay for
shin and a translation of Po for Sham, which
changed the meaning from "there" to
"here".
Should you desire to observe, or par-
ticipate in, the lighting of the Hanukkah
candles, they will be lit each night at 5:00
both in Wean Lounge and at the Hillel




The article by Robbins Winslow on Nov. 26
is intellectual snobbery personified.
Being transfer students from a com-
munity college, and having experienced
both systems, for Dean Winslow to say that
the community college system's grades are
inflated and 'the schools themselves un-
competitive, is totally unfounded.
True, community colleges may not have
ivy covered walls and be steeped in tradition
as many of the pretentious, so called private
liberal arts colleges. But what they do have
are concerned instructors who care about
the needs of students and the community,
and not ones who walk around with self
important airs ready to pass judgment on
everyone and everything.
We suggest that the Dean descend from
his lofty perch and spend some time in the
community college environment. Although
he may /not come back from a serene
campus setting where everybody is involved
with themselves, he will come back with a
sense of reality.




From time to time, organizations which
sponsor foreign study programs advertise in
the Tripod. Such advertisement does not
mean that the programs advertising have
been approved for transfer credit here at
Trinity College. 1 thought it important that
Trinity students not be misled by the ap-
pearance of such advertisements, and I
would like through this letter to suggest that
students interested in any study abroad
program check with me to see whether that
program is approved for transfer credit at
Trinity.
It might be well at this time to inform
students that a decision by my office not to
approve a particular program may be




Dean for Educational Services
To the Editor:
Early last Sunday evening Santa looked
up from his bagel and cream cheese, and
glancing at his calendar realized that it was
once again time to make his yearly call to
Trinity Clg. His collect call accepted, he set
in motion Project Good-will. . . .(later that
very same evening) Student #1: "Look, oh
joy, there hangs a candy cane on my door. I
wonder what winsome wonder went and did
that," Student §2: "It must have been the
RA's or the school, for candy canes are
hanging on every door. I think they did it
last year also". . . .Yes, it was done last
year, and the year before, but it was not the
RA's nor the school. It was in fact the very
merry four gnomes up to their old tricks
again for this holiday season. And in case
you missed the point of the candy canes,
HAVE A VERY MERRY, SMILE AT





(Continued on page 12)
Congress To Debate Dope Decriminalization
by Brian Crockett
A debate of major proportions may erupt
in the next session of Congress over the issue
of decriminalizing marijuana. Proponents
of the legislation, including Senator Jacob
Javits (R-r-New York) and Representative
Edward Koch (E—New York), among
others, will be faced by a conservative
outlook presented in part by Senator James
Eastland (D—Mississippi). Eastland's
Senate Sub-committee on Internal Security,
in a recently released report, claimed that
America may find herself "saddled with a
large population of semi-zombies," if
marijuana use is unchecked. This, the
committee claimed, could be "a trend
towards national disaster."
Pro-decriminalization factions, on the
other hand, feel it is time to deal with the
marijuana laws presently on the books,
which they claim are not in line with the
widespread use of marijuana.
Decriminalization appears to be restricted
to possession of small amounts of the weed,
and not for sale and distribution. Momen-
tarily stymied by former President Richard
Nixon's adamant stand against
decriminalization, these factions, including
members of Congress and the National
Organization for the Reform of Marijuana
Laws (NORML), are now making headway
under the Ford administration.
Local decriminalizing ordinances
bypassing state laws have been passed in
Denver, Colorado and Ann Arbor and Yp-
silanti, Michigan, as well as in Oregon,
where penalties for mere possession of
small amounts have been reduced to civil
fines not exceeding $100. Other states seem
to be moving jn the same direction. The
director of NORML, according to the New
York Times, said he feels that Colorado,
California, Hawaii, Minnesota, New Jersey,









decriminalization laws within the next year.
Part of the change in national policy
appears to have come from the change in
the presidency. While Nixon's lovely
daughters Julie and Tricia were beyond
reproach on the subject of marijuana, the
Ford children have all apparently tried pot,
according to a recent public statement by
Betty Ford. Other prominent offspring of
high governmental personnel have been
arrested on pot charges.
With arrests for possession growing,
pressure for decriminalization also seems to
be growing. On the national scale, over
420,000 persons were arrested on marijuana
charges in 1973, according to the Times,
compared to about 188,000 in 1970 and a
mere 18,000 in 1%5.
If the courts are very to bail themselves
out of the flood of marijuana arrests, it
appears that decriminalization is
unevitable.
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Faculty Commentariilty commentary
Race Relations Suffer From Inflexibility
by James Miller
In The Pursuit of Loneliness, Philip Slater
talks about the Toilet Assumption as a
distinctive feature of American life: ". . .the
notion that unwanted matter, unwanted
difficulties, unwanted complexities and
obstacles will disappear if they are removed
from our immediate field of vision. . . . Our
approach to social problems is to decrease
their visibility: out of sight, out of mind. . .
.The result of our social efforts has been to
remove the underlying problems of our
society farther and farther from daily ex-
Jim Miller is an Assistant Professor
of English and intercultural studies at
Trinity,
perience and daily consciousness and hence
to decrease, in the mass of the population,
the knowledge, skill, resources, and
motivation to deal with them."
Six years after the Kerner Commission
Report indicted white racism as the un-
derlying structural cause of racial tensions
in American society, the issue of racism has
been flushed down the toilet, along with the
wide range of social and political issues
which wracked American society during the
1960's. It has become increasingly
fashionable to cynically deride the social
and political movements of the 1960's and,
as American society moves forwards
towards the impending economic crisis of
the 1970's and looks backwards in pursuit of
a nostalgic past, the unresolved issues of the
1960's continue to fester untreated.
One function of the decreasing awareness
of social issues in American society is the
increasingly slovenly and imprecise
language we use to discuss social problems.
Racism has been stripped of its essential
meaning and reduced to the concept of Race
Relations. The distinction seems a minor
one, but it has important implications for
the way one defines social problems and
develops strategies for effectively com-
batting them. Racism is a system which
exploits, oppresses, and dehumanizes
people on the basis of their race, whereas
race relations refers to relationships among
individuals of different races. Inasmuch as
we blur the distinction between these two
realms, we cannot expect to move beyond
the racial impasse in American society.
Once racism becomes defined as simply a
"mental quirk" or a "psychological flaw"
on the part of an individual, we have already
abandoned any serious attempt to grapple
with the issue, for our attention has im-
mediately been deflected away from the
institutional structures which allow in-
dividual acts of racism to persist and
directed towards the seemingly isolated
acts of individuals.
From this point of view, the Trinity
College community has not yet effectively
grappled with the issue of racism on cam-
pus. Like more predominately white
would bring to college campuses. This sense
of fear, uneasiness, and sometimes ooen
hostility continues unabated at most
predominately white colleges and univer-
sities where adequate measures have not
been taken to adjust to the demands of a
diverse and multi-cultural student body.
At Trinity College, particularly over the
past several years, we have witnessed at
least one major racial incident a year and at
the basis of these conflicts one can always
discover a basic flaw in the institution- a
rigidity and inflexibility, an unrespon-
"Racism has been stripped of its essential
meaning and reduced to the concept
of Race Relations."
colleges and universities in the United
States, the involvement of Trinity College
with a fairly significant number of minority
students dates back to the mid-l!)60's. The
trend towards the increased enrollment of
minority students, already underway by
1966-1967, was dramatically spurred by the
assassination of Martin Luther King, Jr. in
I960. When minority students arrived on
campus, however, many college ad-
ministrators, faculty members, and white
students were frightened by and ignorant of
the new challenges and problems a
significant increase of minority students
siveness, a refusal to recognize the
existence of alternative social and cultural
facts-all of which is more often than not
justified by the appeal to tradition or the
fear of setting new precedents.
The existing pattern of race relations at
Trinity College will not be significantly
altered until the Trinity College community
makes a clear commitment to the values of
a multi-racial, multi-cultural society and
insures that these values are reflected
throughout the basic structures of the in-
stitution.
More Letters From Page 11
"Women"
To all Females at Trinity College:
Trinity Women's Organization has
sponsored numerous events, lectures, and
films which are for and about you as women.
But there has been only minimal attendance
and participation at most of them.
Many students showed up for the Rape
•Prevention NiRhl, y«t tew came to the
Photo Essay •
Breast Self-Examination film and lecture,
which is also of great, lifesaving im-
portance. The American Cancer vSociety
film demonstrated, better than any book or
pamphlet, how to check for abnormalcies in
one's own breasts. Maybe you think cancer
doesn't concern you as young women, but
routinizing yourselves now to a lifetime of
self-examination will alert you to problems
that could arise in the future.
The second point of this letter is to make
everyone aware that a woman's right to safe
legal abortion is in danger. The present
abortion law is faced with pressure from
high-powered anti-abortion campaigns
directed at members of Congress. And
Congress is caving in on this issue because it
has not been hearing from supporters of
legal abortion, especially anti-abortion
forces now seeking their way back into law,
I strongly urge that you write letters to your
two senators and let them know what you
think.
On Tuesday, Wednesday, and Thursday of
this week at lunchtime, there will bea letter-
writing table in Mather Hall where
stationery, stamps, and a list of your
Congressmen will be available to you to
make this important voicing of your opinion
that much easier. Please take the few
minutes necessary to make your opinion
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Who Invented Cheese Flavored Dog Food?
by William Mattheu,* v-7
by William Matthews
It is a widespread and well Known fact
that-the average SAT College Board scores
of entering Trinity freshmen have been
substantially lower in recent years. The
College, in an effort to appraise the ap-
plicant for admissions more fairly, has
designed its own general apptitude test to be
given in place of the standard College En-
trance Examination Boards. Developed in
cooperation with Trinity's Department of
Psychology and the Bob Jones University
Lower Primate Research and Learning
Laboratory in Miami, Florida, the test is
designed to gain a broad mapping to the
applicants' intelligence.
Some admissions officers have become
discouraged with the declining intellectual
quality of students now entering Trinity.
•"Take this freshman class, for example"
said one administrator, "please." Still
under consideration is whether the tests will
be made retroactive. Included below is a
portion of one of the less difficult tests.
Short answer. Use only single sentence.
1) What American city is known for having
the first commercial laundry?
2) Where do prunes come from?
3) Who pioneered the proctoscope?
4) Who was the first male to suffer periodic _
cramps?
5) Who invented cheese-flavored dog food?
6) What car had three headlights?
7)Give the nautical coordinates of Tristan
Da Cuhna.
8) Describe or explain why Corfam shoes"
failed.
9) What was the first mail order house to
offer blackhead removers?
10) Who was baseball's first blind umpire?
11) When and where were pressureless
tennis balls invented?
12) Has anyone ever set foot on Uranus?
13) List three symptons of hemorroids.
14) What were the major accomplishments
of William Henry Harrison's ad-
ministration?
According to Bob Jones University
Primate Lab Director, Ms. Eunice Coe, this
year's Trinity freshman class (part of Ms.
Coe's experimental group), scored poorly,
catagorizing themselves from a high of
"butcher" to a low of "possible companion
of Bobo, the chimp." Unfortunately, Trinity
freshmen did no better on the essay section.
Here are some of the more frequently
missed questions:
1) Explain the significance of shoes in
America History. Confine your discussion to
casuals.
2) Discuss the ramifications of the lifting
of the Morril Tariff Act. What did this mean'
to Irving Berlin? Be succinct.
3) What effect did the Inquisition have on
the development of the wireless?
4) Illustrate, recount and analyze why the
meeting between Watson and Crick and
their barber was so important to the
development of ribonucleic but not
deoxyribenueleic acid.
5) Was Napoleon Bonaparte the last of the
Enlightened Despots? If so, why not? Bring
in concept of Ancien Regime. 200 word limit.
6) How has the periscope influenced
Turkish Naval History?
7) Why was Georgie Jessel's rejection of
the lead role in "The Jazz Singer" so im-
portant tcrthe movie history, Discuss all of
D. W. Griffith's works.
8) Defend, explore, expand, or expostulate
any correlation between excessive
masturbation and a career in politics.
If these questions seem unnecessarily
difficult, your intellectual capacity may be
below acceptable standards. "Look, we've
had eight year olds score high on these
things," commented U.B. Nyce, one of the
test's developers. He suggested that the
World Book Encyclopedia be used as a study
guide because "it's in alphabetical order."
The College is going to bring back the
fearful comprehensive examinations in
some departments it was learned by this
reporter. These tests, given at the com-
pletion of your senior year, determine
whether or not the student receives his
diploma. Historically, the passing grade has
been 90 percent (A-l). Listed below are
some sample questions which were given to
this reporter for publication by each
department:
HISTORY. Describe the History of the
papacy from its origins to the present day,
concentrating especially but not ex-
clusively, on its social, political, economic,
religious, and philosophical impact on
Europe, Asia, America, and Africa. Be
brief, concise, and specific.
BIO-CHEMISTRY (For pre-meds) You
have been provided with a razor blade, a
piece of gauze, and a bottle of Scotch.
Remove your appendix'. Do not suture until
your work has been inspected. You have
fifteen minutes.
PUBLIC SPEAKING. 2,500 riot-crazed
aborigines are storming the classroom.
Calm them. You may use any ancient
language except Latin or Greek.
BIOLOGY. Create life. Estimate the dif-
ferences in subsequent human culture if this
form of life had developed 500 million years
earlier, with special attention to its probable
effect on the English parliamentary system.
Prove your thesis.
MUSIC. Write a piano concerto. Orchestrate.
and perform it with flute and drum. You will
find a piano under your seat.
PSYCHOLOGY. Based on your knowledge
of their works, evaluate the emotional
stability, degree of adjustment, and
repressed frustrations of each of the
following: Alexander of Aphrodisias,
Ramses II, Gregory of Nices, Hammurabi.
Support your evaluation with quotations
from each man's work, making appropriate
references. It is not necessary to translate.
SOCIOLOGY. Estimate the sociological
problems which might accompany the end
of the world. Construct an experiment to test
your theory.
COMPUTER MANAGEMENT. Define
Management. Define Science. How do they
relate? Why? Create a generalized algorithm
m to optimize all managerial decisions.
Assuming an 1130 CPU supporting 50 ter-
minals, each terminal to activate your
algorithm; design the communications
interface and all necessary control
programs.
ENGINEERING. The disassembled parts of
a high-powered rifle have been placed in a
box on your desk. You will also find an in-
struction manual, printed in Swahili. In ten
minutes a hungry Bengal tiger will be ad-
mitted to the room. Take whatever action
you feel appropriate. Be prepared to justify
your decision.
ECONOMICS. Develop a realistic plan for
refinancing the national debt. Trace the
possible effects of your plan in the following
areas: Cubism, McDonetist controversy,
the wave theory of light. Outline a method
for preventing these effects. Criticize this
method from all possible points of view.
Point out. the deficiencies in your point of
view, as demonstrated in your answer to the
last question. '.
EPISTEMOLOGY. Take a position for or
against truth. Prove the validity of your
position.
PHYSICS. Explain the nature of matter.
Include in your answer an evaluation of the
impact of the development of mathematics
on science.
PHILOSOPHY. Sketch the development of
human thought; estimate its significance.
Compare with the development of any other
kind of thought.
GENERAL KNOWLEDGE. Describe in
detail. Be objective and specific.
EXTRA CREDIT. Define the Universe; give
three examples.
Community Involvement Notices
A ten-year old fifth grade boy is confused
about life and is having difficulties in school.
His behavior is causing problems although
he is a very pleasant and out-going boy. He
needs someone who can give him personal
attention for a couple of hours a week. Can
you respond to him?
Another boy, nine years old and in fourth
grade, has been abandoned by his real
parents and now lives with his legal guar-
dians. His mother is much older and is very
strict with him and consequently he has few
friends. This boy is easily distracted in
school although he has normal intelligence













-Martin Gottfried, N.Y. Post
whom he feels he can trust. Could you be
that someone?
Project Goya serves as a clearinghouse at
Trinity to match up little sisters and little
brothers with Trinity students. Project
Goya will help make the match and will
suggest things you can do together such as
attending athletic events, a movie, or going
to other interesting places. Any expense
which you incur for your little brother or
little sister will be reimbursed by Project
Goya. These expenses can include a snack,
admission to a movie or athletic event or
other entertainment.
More Trinity students are needed to
become big brothers and big sisters. If you
are interested, and want more information,
please contact Terri Collado at 527-9828, or
in the Community Service Center Office
(ext. 392) in Cook basement (next to the
laundry) on Monday and Wednesday bet-
ween 1 and 2 o'clock.
There are other opportunities to become
involved in the community as well and for
these contact Major Capers, 246-0395 or Ivan
Backer, Ext. 310, Math-Physics Center,
Room 326.
At one of the. schools nearest to the
campus, Moylan School, at the corner of
Hillside and Catherine Streets, there is a
special education program for "tough" kids.
These are students who have average
potential but are turned off on schooling.
They are mainly seventh, eighth, ninth
graders with nine teachers working with
them to develop individualized approaches
in reading, math and art. The program
would welcome the involvement o£ Trinity
students to work on an individual basis with
the students for a coupJe of hours a week.
Although the number of hours to be
volunteered each week is not great it is
important that the commitment be kept
continually to prqvide the continuity for the
students. For more information, call Mr.
Joel Ziev, Assistant Superintendent of
Special Education, who is responsible for
this program, 566-6080,
r
Ruth Whitman • • • From Pg. 4
having left home -- I'll get to "Spring" in a
second-and having decided to go back, (she
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stressed the point that Persephone" always
has the choice whether or not to return in the
fall although she always does), travelling on
the subway. Daddy is king of the un-
derworld! who taught her "winter" when
she was young, forced "to surrender to his
one direction," travelling New England
roads that ate themselves up like a "snake
with its tail in its mouth." Now she Has
bought her passage home and is thankful to
the "sub-machine," and "blows kisses from
(her) fingertips to all sorts of images I lost
in a sense of fertility-waiting in the dark."
"Spring" is a different sort of matter
about the "mailman with sperm on his
hands" who Ruth is afraid will touch her and
make her pregnant, and he does in the hall.
And nature breaks loose from this poet,
filled "with fruit to come." I won't mention
the poem involving Theodore Roethke
where Ruth gets downright obscene. Has
anyone seen Fantasia? -- you might
recognize the myth anyway.. "The Act of
Bread" was a poem about making
"waterbread, which takes all night to rise."
Ruth recommended kneading bread as a
really great experience where the bread
becomes a living thing in your hands. In this
case, "the batter ran up the walls-the
trouble was I let my spirit run in." "It out-
ran me all over," and she chased it, trying to
scoop it up, "frightened at my power." "One
slice would people a continent-but I carried
it, bucket by bucket, and gave it to the cold
November .morning."
Or, there was the "little amputation (that
will) shift the balance of the universe"--the
poems on the theme of "Cutting the Jewish
Bride's Hair." There was the good advice
she related to us: "If you're going to marry,
make sure you first know who you're going
to divorce." If I've managed to give you a
taste for Ruth Whitman maybe we can get
her to read again next semester, for Trinity
will be blessed with her presence as in-
structor of the Poetry Workshop. I forgot to
mention all the people she reincarnates -
"one way or another."
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The Separation Of Powers
In Light Ot Watergate
by Samuel Hendel
Dr. Samuel Hendel, professor of political science, is the author of Charles Evansi
Hughes and the Supreme Court,; and is a vice-chairman of the American Civil
Liberties Union. This is a shortened and updated version of a paper presented to a
panel of the American Political Science Association which will appear in the next
issue of the Western Political Quarterly. Jt is published here with the consent of the
Quarterly.
Lawyers are fond of quoting Justice Holmes's maxim that "great cases like hard
cases make bad law." (1). Watergate, with all its associated crimes and horrors,
makes it imperative that we seek to prevent future presidential abuses of power. It
would be monstrous if we permitted the obligation and the opportunity to do so to slip
out of our hands. But we must beware lest popular revulsion leads us out of frustration
and dismay to the rearrangement and rebalancing of power under our separation of
powers system in such manner that, in Madison's phrase, would be "adverse to the
permanent and aggregate interests of the community." (2)
Separation of powers under our Constitution provides for an allocation ol power
among the three branches of government—legislative, executive, executive and
iudicial-^each with its distinct authority, term of office and substantial independence
of the others. In particular, the Framers anticipated that the independently elected
Congress and Executive would be a "means of keeping each other in their proper
places " (3) This system makes possible a President of one political party and a •
Congress of another—as at the present time—and provides for terms of office not
dependent (as in parliamentary systems) on mutual confidence but on a fixed term of
years.
Power Separation Ancient
The separation of powers doctrine is of ancient lineage. Its primary fountainhead
was Montesquieu who in a classic study wrote that liberty would be at an end "were
the same man, or the same body" to exercise all three powers, "that of enacting laws,
that of executing the public resolutions, and of trying the causes of individuals." (4)
Jefferson gave his support to this doctrine and in his Notes On Virginia wrote in 1781
that the concentration of all powers of government "in the same hands is precisely the
definition of despotic government," and this applied to "an elective despotism" as to
any other. (5)
To the Framers the "federal" system, i.e., the division of powers between the
nation and the states, offered an additional opportunity to curb and control power. To
be sure, federalism was not the deliberate and calculated offspring of political science
but the product of history and of economic and social pressures which barred
establishment of a unitary state. Nonetheless, as Madison wrote, with power "first
divided between two distinct governments and then the portion allotted to each
subdivided among distinct and separate departments," the effect would be that "the
rights of individuals, or of the minority, will be in little danger from interested
combinations of the majority." Fragmentation of power would make "an unjust
combination of a majority of the whole very improbable, if not impracticable." (6)
It all seems very reasonable. A problem remains, however. Will not the
fragmentation of power and the checks and balances of the constitution, designed to
curb the "unjust" actions o£ a majority lend themselves to use in the hands of
; minorities to curb the "just" actions oE.a majority? With characteristic frankness,
Hamilton conceded that while the checks on majority power designed to prevent bad
iaws might curb good ones, he thought it worth the price; because those struck with
the "inconstancy and mutability in the Jaws" wiJl consider "every institution
calculated to restrain the excess of lawmaking and to keep things in the same state in
which they happen to be at any given period, as more likely to do good than harm."
(7) In short, as Woodrow Wilson later pointed out, the plan and structure of the
Constitution was "meant to check the sweep and power of popular majorities." )8)
The effect of all this was to make freedom from state power, that is, disassociation,
and preservation of thi status quo, seem the ideal while neglecting the recognize that
the power 6? the state, as Locke discerned, may be used to enhance freedom as well as
curtail it, (what is the Bill of Rights, after all, but the highest form of American law'?),
to correct injustices and remedy social ills as well as perpetrate them.
Concentration Dangers Historical
Nonetheless, one needs only to remember the practices of Nazi Germany, Fascist
Italy, Soviet Russia, particularly in the Stalin period, and other authoritarian states
to realize that there is a vital core of truth in Montesquieu's doctrine and the Foun-
ders' concerns over the concentration of power in one set of hands. Furthermore,
painful historical experience reveals that Lord Acton was right not only when he
wrote that power tends to corrupt and absolute power corrupts absolutely, but when
, he added "There is no worse heresy than that the office sanctifies the holder of it." (9)
The dilemma is an obvious one: without power to act no great things can be ac-
complished. But the potential for misuse and abuse of power is inseparable from its
very existence. How much power and capacity to lead should the executive have; and
whatever its extent how can we guard against the abuse of such power? How should
the balance of power be struck?
• It was Holmes who wrote that a page of history is worth a volume of logic. What.
The dilemma is an obvious one;
without power to act no great
things can be accomplished*
does historical experience reveal? It reveals that despite constitutional limitations
and some swings of the pendulum, governments at all levels, national, state and
municipal, have exercised increasing power in the governing of society. It reveals,
furthermore, that broadly and generally speaking in dealing with particular social
and economic problems, power has tended to flow to that level or that branch of
government best equipped to cope with the problems in what is conceived to be the
public interest. .
It may be instructive in this connection to consider what happened to the con-
stitutional division of power between the nation and the states. Under the federal
scheme the national government was vested with limited and delegated powers only,
but it is undeniable thatin the name or guise of exercising these delegated powers,
such as the power to regulate interstate commerce, the national government assumed
vast powers—at one time thought to be reserved to the states or the people. Consider
and contrast, for example, two decisions of the Supreme Court, that in Schechter v.
United States, 29§ U.S. 495 (1935) and in Wickard v. Filburn, 317 U.S. I l l (1942) In
unanimously upsetting the National Industrial Recovery Act, which had among its
purposes to promote reemployment, shorten hours, increase wages, and prevent
unfair competition throughout the nation, the Supreme Court ruled that "where the
effect of wtrastate transactions upon interstate commerce is merely indirect such
transactions remain within the domain of state power . . . " As for the devastating
economic crisis and the need for a stimulus to the economy, "it is enough to say that
the recuperative efforts of the federal government must be made in a manner con-
sistent with the authority granted by the Constitution."
Congressional Regulation Reputiated
Only a few years later after some changes in its composition, the Court, in 1942, in
Wickard v. Filburn, supra, dealt with a provision of the Agricultural Adjustment Act
which raised the question of whether Congress might constitutionally regulate
production of wheat, not intended in any part for commerce, interstate or intrastatc,,
but wholly for consumption on the farm. In sustaining the law, the Court went so far as
to say that even if the farmer's "activity be local and though it may not be regarded
as commerce, it may still, whatever its nature, be reached by Congress if it exerts a
substantial economic effect on interstate commerce and this irrespective of whether
such effect is what might at some earlier time have been defined as 'direct' or 'in-
direct.'" Home-grown wheat for consumption, the Court reasoned, supplies a need
that would otherwise necessarily be reflected by purchases in the open market and, in
this sense, competes with wheat in commerce.
It is fair to say that the Framers of the Constitution in their wildest phan-
tasmagorias would not have conceived that the amount of wheat a farmer grows on
his own farm for his own consumption would ever be the subject of national govern-
mental control. Hamilton, in fact, in The Federalist, wrote: "The administration of
private justice between the citizens of the same State, the supervision of agriculture
and of other concerns of a similar nature, all those things, in short, which are proper
to be provided for by local legislation, can never be desirable cases of a general
jurisdiction. (10)
Why then did it become a matter of national concern? It did so, I suggest, because of
industrialization, urbanization, increasing complexities of our society and changing
conceptions of social justice. It did so because of the incapacity of private charity,
municipalities, and even states to cope with the economic and social problems of
depression, mass unemployment, catastrophic decline in farm prices and massive
farm foreclosures. It did so because in the final analysis we recognized the wisdom of
Madison's comment that "as far as the sovereignty of the States cannot be reconciled
to the happiness of the people, the voice of every good citizen must be, Let the former
be sacrificed to the latter." (11)
"Under the doctrine oj
separation of powers, the
manner m which the
President personally
exercises his assigned
executive powers is not






In analgous fashion and similarly dictated by practical exigencies, we have wit-
nessed an erosion of strict separation of powers. Although in theory legislative power
may not be delegated— a principle repeatedly reaffirmed by the Supreme Court— it
is now well established that when the complexity of the problem requires detailed
rules and applications, and ordinarily secrecy in formulation, and Congress declares
a general policy and standards, the Executive may be authorized to act in its stead.
Such was the basis on which, for example, price, wage and rent controls, promulgated
by the Executive, were sustained in peacetime as well as wartime. Another good case
in point has to do with congressional power to write protective tariffs, historically one
of its most vital functions. But Congress discovered that if it sought to exercise this
power, it would have time for nothing else and that the whole process lent itself to
extraordinary logrolling and corruption. As a consequence, large delegations of
power were made to the President to write tariffs in the process of negotiating trade
agreements. The rationale supporting these delegations of power lies in the
recognition by the Court as stated in Yakus v. United States, 312 U.S. 414 (1944) that
"The Constitution as a continuously operative charter of government does not
demand the impossible or impractical."
Increased Presidential Leadership
So, also, along with the expansion of the scope of national power and the erosion of
the principle of the non-delegability of legislative power has been the rise ot
presidential leadership in the legislative process. This is an understandable, even
necessary, phenomenon for while presidents, like congresses, may be do-little or
"do-nothing," the fact remains that it is the President alone who represents a national
constituency, who must somehow seek to integrate and reconcile the concerns ot tne
nation as a whole, who is compelled to weigh the international implications of policy
and who, generally speaking, can effectively appeal to and mobilize popular support.
While the initiative for particular social welfare legislation like the National Labor
Kelations Act has in the past derived from and may in the future derive from par-
ticular congressmen, it is difficult to imagine how programs to deal wiHi our^con-
temporary problems, national in scope and consequences, can be enacted ana im-
plemented without presidential leadership or, at least, active and committed support.
Contrariwise, the loss of capacity for such leadership because d 7 ! S ! ! £ ^ S
possible drastic shifts in power, if over-balanced in the direction ° f
supremacy/would undoubtedly, as Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr. has ^
produce "the risk of creating a generation of weak Presidents m ari age ™ ui
turbulence of race, poverty, inflation, crime and urban decay ^ . ^ J ^ * ! t r o n g
bonds of national cohesion and demanding, quite as much as m the i ^ * 1 * ! L 5
domestic presidency to hold the country together." He «ted Presidential
as the primary force that had "brought the country into the twenbeth cen
had secured the rights of labor organizations, defended the tvdtood
protected the BUI of Rights against vigilantism, and sought to vindicate racid
"Congress," he wrote, "would have done few of these things « » g J J
government even fewer," and added that "History has shown the P ^ 1 ™ ^ a g r e e
most effective instrumentality for justice and progress.' (12) Oneineea t> ^
fully with this rhetorical excess to recognize the major, critical ana, » t h
dispensable role played by presidents and the contributions made by ««»»
vital areas.
Watergate was partly the consequence
of Congress having granted enormous
economic powers to the President."
That the struggle to curb presidential power is at 'east in part a struggle to curb
social legislation is clear to many conservatives. Thus Jeffrey St. John, a news
commentator and syndicated columnist, thinks the way to avert future Watergates is
"for liberals to renounce cherished and dangerous dogma that the Government
should dictate the nation's social and economic life. For Watergate was partly the
consequence of Congress having granted enormous economic powers to the
President." (13)
Promises Debase Moral Capital
Echoing this theme, presidential adviser Patrick Buchanan asserted that "for
politicians to promise that this or that program is the answer to the age-old problem of
poverty or malnutrition or bigotry is to mislead and deceive, to add to the eventual
disillusionment and distrust of the political process, to draw down upon the limited
remaining moral capital of government." (14)
Granted that some social welfare programs have been misconceived and
misbegotten and far from solving problems have only compounded them. (15)
Granted, too, that inherent in every extension of governmental power is the potential
for its abuse. But given also the historic and incontrovertible record of successes as
well as failures of social service programs, their massive benefits as well as
deficiencies and, in many instances, their essential nature, is it not absurd to main-
tain that dismantling or writing finis to such programs is the key to ending abuses of
power? Consider, for example, how much worse off we would be in this difficult period
of inflation, recession and unemployment in the absence of unemployment insurance
which, according to Michael C. Jensen, "has done more than anything else to ease the
financial burden of unemployment..." (16) How tragic and ironical if the powerless,
the poor, the hungry and the victims of bigotry should be made to pay the price for the
corruption of and by the rich and powerful!
These are some of the basic considerations which ought to make us wary of shifting
the balance of power so far as to divest the President of capacity to exercise effective
leadership in the legislative process; a divestiture which would bring deadlock bet-
ween the Congress and the President as its normal consequence and tend to preserve
the status quo against social reform.
Leadership With Safeguards?
I revert again to the essential problem: How are we to maintain the President's
capacity for legislative leadership but at the same time provide safeguards against
abuse by a powerful leader. Quls custodiet ipsos custodes? (Who will watch over the
rulers?) If my argument is sound, the central task is not to emasculate or reduce the
President's "public" but his "private" power; not his overt but his covert power; not
his power to lead but his power to mislead; not his power to persuade but his power to
coerce; not, in short, his power to govern but his power to corrupt.
Space limitations make it impossible to closely analyze and evaluate the many
proposals put forward to stem corruption of the political process, strengthen
Congress, curb potential abuses of presidential power and at the same time preserve
the capacity for presidential leadership. In what follows, I tend to point the general
direction for reform, support some proposals that appear especially meritorious, and
suggest some that appear worthy of serious consideration and debate in Congress and
the country at large. To begin with we may rule out, I think, constitutional amend-
ments which, no matter how theoretically desirable, require such extraordinary
majorities as to be impractical. And, obviously, legislation should be enacted and the
Courts appealed to to bar warrantless electronic eavesdropping, political harassment
and other violations of free expression, association and rights of privacy under the
false mantle of national security. So, too, strengthening of the Freedom of In-
formation Act by Congress is a step in the right direction.
The control of campaign financing presents a complex and knotty problem par-
ticularly for civil libertarians who believe that limitations on campaign expenditures
by candidates, or others acting independently in support of or against candidates,
may violate the First Amendment. Paradoxically, however, unlimited freedom of
expression when tied to uncontrolled financial contributions and expenditures may be
incompatible with the very foundation of a free and democratic society and political
process. Such is the sad reality amply supported by Watergate, pre-Watergate and
post-Watergate disclosures.
Corporation Influence
In the 1972 presidential campaign, Watergate investigation revealed that large
corporations contributed tens of millions of dollars to the campaigns. As for the
Congress, conservative Senator Russell Long, in a speech on the Senate floor in 1967,
made what surely was an informed "guess" that "about 95 percent of campaign funds
at the congressional level are derived from businessmen" and added that "at least 80
percent of this comes from men who could sign a net worth statement exceeding a
quarter of a million dollars."
"It is also startling to discover that
Congress operates on a yearly budget
amounting to less than three day's
expenditure of th? Pentagon."
Small wonder that one group of investigative writers concluded that "Whether
campaign contributions buy an entire election or favored treatment or simply special
access to politicians, they are the main reason why the rich men who make them get
richer while the average citizen gets what little is left over." (18)
It hardly needs argument that Congress should seek to improve its performance
and enhance its prestige. It is a stunning fact that low as President Nixon's Watergate
rating was that of Congress is not" much higher. It is also startling to discover that
Congress operates on a yearly budget amounting to less than three days expenditure
of the Pentagon. (19) To assume a more important and responsible role in the
legislative process Congress should make some fairly obvious and immediate
changes; first, it should secure more and better staff assistance to compete more
adequately with the President's access to information. Second, Congress should
strengthen its arm, the General Accounting Office, avail itself of scientific
developments such as computers and modern electronic devices and, in general
improvethe efficiency of its operations. Third, Congress should continue to establish
and implement budgetary control, that is, procedures which will relate spending
decisions to available revenue while at the same time forbidding the President to
impound funds as a tool of fiscal policy. In addition, fourth, Congress should end the
secrecy of its committee sessions and votes except in rare cases when matters ot
national security..are; truly involved. , . ...,,„., . ..,....«,;,,
Hi
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In 1971, 36 per cent of committee sessions were held in secret despite the 1970
Legislative Reorganization Act that required such sessions to be open unless a
majority of the committee voted otherwise. Such openness would make Congress less
susceptible to special interest pressures. Not atypical was the case of a proposal
before the House Interior Committee to make strip miners repair the damage they
cause which was shouted down by a voice vote but adopted "by a lopsided margin"
when a division was called for. Fifth; Congress should tighten the inadequate lobbying
disclosure laws. To see to it that nonenforcement or underenforceiment is ended, it
should authorize individuals and public interest groups to seek enforcement when the
Justice Department fails to do so. (20) Sixth, Congress should organize itself to play a
more meaningful role in the debate of national issues over the airwaves. It might use
television, for example, to broadcast sessions dealing with important problems as it
was prepared to do in regard to impeachment proceedings. As former F.C.C. Com-
missioner Nicholas Johnson explained, "If one branch of the government in-
creasingly gains effective access to the media of communications, while the other
branch is systematically excluded, the power balance, presumably designed to
safeguard our citizenry from the tyrannies and abuses of excessive power, will be
upset. (21) •
Controversial Proposals Suggested
Some more controversial proposals designed to improve congressional per-
formance and prestige and serve the public interest merit serious consideration.
Former Senator Joseph S. Clark has suggested that the party leadership structure be
changed so that "within both parties and in both houses a majority will decide party
policy and enforce party discipline against recalcitrant members." (22) What this
would mean is a strengthening of the Party Caucus and that congressmen who are
unwilling to support basic platform planks of their own party would not have the right
to become or remain chairmen of committees dealing with such issues,
Senator Clark also proposeda change in rules and customs in both houses to make it
possible for legislators to act when a majority is ready for action. This would require
curbs on the power of the House Rules Committee, a decrease in the number of names
required on a discharge petition, and make it easier to end filibusters in the Senate.
Even more far-reaching is the proposal that Congress pass a "concurrent resolution
committing both houses to bring to a vote on its merits any legislative proposals on
which the President requests prompt action within six months of the date his proposed
legislation is sent down to Capitol Hill.*' (23) Congress would, of course, be free to
accept, modify or reject each presidential proposal.
It is worth underscoring the point made earlier that there is little prospect that we
• can make substantial progress toward building a more viable, just and equal society
without presidential initiative nr active support. It is no historic accident that
programs for social justice and reform—however inadequate and incomplete—are
linked with the names of presidents, e.g., Wilson's New Freedom, Roosevelt's New
Deal, Truman's Fair Deal, Kennedy's New Frontier, Johnson's Great Society and, in
its own special way, Nixon's New American Revolution. Whatever the motivations
and despite the undoubted exaggerations and limitations of the programs, they
certainly warranted open congressional consideration, with each congressman's vote
a matter of public record. It must not be ignored that Congress is susceptible to the
same special and corrupting interests and pressures as presidents while generally
operating with even greater obscurity and less accountability than presidents.
Surely, Congress cannot hope to repair its own tarnished image and recover lost
prestige, long antedating Watergate, by burying presidential proposals in its eonv
mittee caverns or seeking to go it alone. In this connection, it is noteworthy that the
majority leader of the Senate, Democrat Mike Mansfield, on the eve of the reeent
election and in the face of an anticipated huge majority for his party, according to a
New York Times report, commented that "the individual members of Congress could
not provide the leadership in enacting legislation to combat recession or inflation and
that the leadership must come from the President," (24) A similar view was ex-
pressed by Carl Albert, the Democratic speaker of the House after the election and by
the minority leaders in the Senate and House, Hugh Scott and John J. Rhodes. (25)
The fact is that the size, complexity and institutional stumbling blocks of Congress,
and the local, parochial and disparate interests of its members, make it an unwieldy
and improbable instrument for the development of a domestic legislative program in
an overall and integrated sense.
War Making Up to Congress
tn the realm of foreign affairs, if we may draw again on Holmes's maxim about
experience, it has become clear that just as the power to make war is too great to be
left to the generals so also it is too great to be left to the unfettered power of
Presidents. Accordingly, Congress should recognize that Article I, Section 8 of the
Constitution gives it the power "to declare war," not the President, and should
vigorously use its legislative and appropriating power to curb unauthorized
presidential military adventures. The War Powers Bill ei-acted in November 1973
setting a-60 day limit on the President's nower to wage aa undeclared war—intended
continued.on page 16
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to allow a President to act in extreme emergencies—should not be permitted to erode
congressional authority and responsibility.
In the matter of executive agreements made by Presidents with foreign govern-
ments—bypassing the treaty confirmation power of the Senate—which have relen-
tlessly burgeoned in recent decades, consideration should be given to Senator Sam
Ervin's proposal that a majority of both Houses be empowered to veto executive
agreements within 60 days or, at least, to the proposal of Senator Clifford Case that all
such agreements be sent to Congress for its information.
Many of these proposals in my opinion make good sense and are long overdue;
others, as I have said, merit serious consideration, But none of them in the final
analysis will guarantee the nation against the kind of corruption and political im-
morality which characterized the Nixon Administration. Although President Nixon,
like Chancellor Willy Brandt, early said that he accepted the responsibility for the
misconduct of his appointees, unlike Brandt, he long refused to resign; violating, in
the process, what Brandt called the unwritten rules of democracy. That resignation
finally came on August 9,1974 only after impeachment in the House was a certainty
and conviction in the Senate virtually assured. What then can and should be done with
any president who clings to an office he has degraded both through his own conduct
and failure to assume responsibility for the conduct of his designees?
Particularly in view of my plea for a strong presidency, it is essential that the
holder of that office be accountable for far-reaching and palpable misuse of power or
gross failure to superintend the conduct or take warranted punitive action against his
subordinate officials. Otherwise we risk that, as Noam Chomsky has suggested, "the
major long term consequence of the (Watergate) confrontation between Congress and
the President will be to establish executive power still more firmly," (26) and, it
might be added, irresponsibly.
Impeachment Effective Curb
The effective instrument to this end is impeachment; and the view that the term
"high Crimes and Misdemeanors" in Article II, Section 4, of the Constitution is not
limited to criminal felonies is amply supported by English history (from which" the""
term derived), expressions at the constitutional convention, in The Federalist and in
historic practice. This conclusion is definitively documented in Raoul Bereer'<?
scholarly Impeachment: The Constitutional Problems. (27) 6
An oft-expressed concern is that if the bases for impeachment are broadly defined it
may lend itself to partisan use and abuse. There is, I believe, little reason for such
concern. It is highly improbable that the House will impeach a President for light and
transient reasons, risking the opprobrium of the nation; and even less likelihood that
the Senate will by two-thirds vote sustain an impeachment unless a thoroughly per-
suasive case has been made, both to the Senate and to the nation.
A greater risk than partisan prosecution derives from the capacity of a President to
control and manipulate officers of the executive branch, including the Attorney-
General's office and the F.B.I., to cover-up his malefactions and those of his principal
subordinates. To reduce this prospect, Congress should give serious consideration to
the recommendation of the (Ervin) Senate Watergate Committee-to establish an
independent, permanent, public attorney's office, outside the Executive Department
to investigate and prosecute alleged wrongdoing by officers of Federal departments'
and regulatory agencies. Under this proposal, the public attorney would be chosen by






































„, lu. T .u (8:30a.m.-12Midnight)
Watkinson Library hours will be the same as Trinity College
Library Hours J B
Except: Closed Nov. 29-Dec. 1; Dec.
Hours, Jan. 15-8:30 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
21-29. Resume Regular
"It is agreeable . . . that as Marxists
have maintained democracy and capitalism
are incompatible and that behind the
facade of democracy in the United States
operating in fact is a dictatorship
of the ruling class,"
It is arguable that the far-reaching and pervasive corruption of the political process
by powerful corporate and special interests in the Nixon Administration means that
the government of the United States today—as characterized by Woodrow Wilson in
his day—is the foster child of special interests; that as Jefferson counseled
"widespread poverty and concentrated wealth cannot long endure side by sitie with
democracy"; that as Marxists have maintained democracy and capitalism are in-
compatible and that behind the facade of democracy in the United States operating in
fact is a dictatorship of a ruling class.
It is also arguable that corruption by corporate wealth and power is endemic to the
system, simply more naked in its manifestations in the Nixon than in earlier ad-
ministrations (a difference in degree rather than in kind); (29) and thus, short of
revolution, impervious to fundamental change. But it appears more probable to me
that this is an exaggeration and misconception which fails to distinguish between
disproportions of corporate power and dictatorship; disproportions which, to be sure,
pose great threats to the foundations of a democratic society but are subject to
challenge, control and change. What is more, to fail to act on this assumption is to
induce cynicism and despair and, perhaps even worse, a sense of futility and ab-
dication. Surely, the Watergate disclosures and exposures, facilitated by a significant
segment of a courageous and independent press and of the media, which lead to the
resignation of the President of the United States, and are likely to bring some curbs on
the manipulative power of corporate wealth over the political process, warrant
measured optimism about the capacity of our system to challenge and control the
excesses of governing elites. •
It has been our proud boast that "only a democracy provides institutional
safeguards against corruption of power in an elite,-' (30) Without democracy, ex-
perience throughout the world amply demonstrates, there are few if any restraints on
despotic power. Our task in America is both to strengthen the foundations of
democracy and make the institutional safeguards against the corruption of power a
greater reality. _
Announcements
Come to Hillel for a study break! Thursday
night at 10;30 in the Hillel House (30 Crescent
St.) we'll have food and non-academic fun to
relieve over-studied minds. All welcome!!
CONNECTICUT
CLEANERS
347 WASHINGTON ST. - HARTFORD
PHONE 522-6510
FREE Student Discount Cards
Available At Store'





Orders for the 1975 IVY will be taken twice
during the academic year, now and in ^t
spring. If you plan on being away from campus
next semester, please order by Dec. 20, Which
is the deadline for the first sales period. There
will be no copies available next fall. The
yearbook will be distributed next October.
The price of the 1975 IVY will be $7.50.
Seniors will receive a copy free of charge.
Order forms will be, distributed In your man
boxes this week.
If you have any questions, contact:
Wyland, Box 393, 249-3109.
Spain Summer
A summer study and travel program
offered by Dr. A. Doreste of Augustana Cow9e
in Rock Island, II. The program runs six weeKs
and includes studies in Spanish language
literature, and culture, as well as weekly visits
to historic sites and a four day tour of Spain.
Interested persons should address
correspondence to Dr. Doreste, Augustana
College, Rock Island, II., 61201.
Female Art
Any female student, staff member, ad-
ministrator, or faculty member of Tnny
College is encouraged to show j
photography, sculpture, paintings, drawings0
crafts of any nature in the all ferna e a
exhibition to open January 24 in the Widen*
Gallery of the Austin Arts Center. This w
week exhibition is being sponsored by Triru v
Women's Organization. If you w o u ' d ' ' 7 ^ ,
show your work, drop a note to GaH Mardfin
Box 427, before you leave for Christma
vacation.
Med Advisors
A meeting wilt be held ^ ™ * J ^ S f
terested in working on thejWed'" ' \ t r p r r l
Advisory Panel on Wednesday, Dec.
in Smith 103.
\smmm
FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING j
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Reaching for the limit
Credit Restrictions
For Women Loosen
(CPS)--While the money market tightens
credit restrictions for women are loosening'
On October 29 President Pord signed
legislation which will prohibit credit
discrimination on the basis of sex or marital
status.
The anti-discrimination provision, one of
many amendments to the Depository in-
stitutions Amendment Act of 1974, will go
into effect in one year.
The legislation was initiated after a
number of women complained that they'd
been denied credit because of factors other
than credit history or effective income.
Single women said they'd been denied or
given smaller bank loans than single men
with identical financial backgrounds.
Married women reported they were unable
to get credit cards in their own names
regardless of their personal income.
Yet not all women were happy with the
new legislation.
"The bill appears to have many serious
limitations," said Barbara Shack, director
of the Women's Rights Project of the New
York Civil Liberties Union and pointed out
the absence of provisions banning race or
age discrimination.
Shack added that enforcement might be
difficult because the bill didn't require
disclosure of the reasons why a person is
denied credit.
But Bella Abzug (D-NY), the first
congressperson to introduce federal
legislation on credit bias, called the passage
of the amendment "very gratifying... and a
victory for the women's movement."
Despite its limitations, she said, it would
outlaw "the blatantly discriminatory
practices that women encounter when they
try to open a charge account or get a loan for
personal or business reasons."
President Ford echoed Abzug's sen-
timents during the signing when he said that
the legislation "officially recognizes the
basic principle that women should have
access to credit on the same terms as men."
5 Room Apartment, 3 Bedroom.
508 Prospect Ave. Heat, laundry,
w/carpet. 233-7010, Mrs. K.
Paonerleau.
MAKE $500
On each commission. Campus and
local representatives.are needed for
nationwide employee search. For
full information write Sumner
Advertising Co., P.O. Box 643,






OPEN 6 A.M. - 7 P.M.
Save $5.00 on String job when pur-
chasing Super winner Squash Racket.
Ping Pong Paddle, 5 ply Kempco,
and up.
Save 20% on Top-Sider Moccasins
Squash-Tennis Racquets
Safes & Service
10% Discount with school ID
on merchandise not fair-traded
College Sport Shop
112 New Britain Ave
(3 min. from campus)
247-9905
Squash Teams Open
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Navy Edges Varsity
by Mobullah Kahn
Last Tuesday, the Trinity College squash
team opened the 74-75 season by travelling
to New Haven for a match with the New
Haven Lawn Club. With the match against
the U.S. Naval Academy only two days
away, the match would give an indication of
the strength of the top nine. The Dathmen
walked away victorious edging the Lawn
Club 5-4, with wins by Mai Owen, Lance
Maid, Hobart Porter, Blair Heppe and Bill
Ferguson. This was the first time that
Trinity had ever beaten the Lawn Club so
spirits were high for the Navy match.
Thursday morning, December 5th, the
U.S. Naval Academy sailed into Hartford to
prepare for their meeting with the Dathmen
at 3 that afternoon. All indications were for a
close match, with the Dathmen slightly
favored.
The Navy men came for revenge and
succeeded in upsetting the Trin squash
team, 5-4. The match was not decided until
the final match when the score was tied at 4
all. At this point Blair Heppe was trying to
stave off a comeback by the #8 player of
Navy. The continual retrieving by the Navy
man of near winners hit by Heppe proved to
be his undoing, as the Navy man won the
fifth game 17-15 and thus the match for
Navy.
Trinity was hard pressed at the top of the
ladder losing three out of the top four
matches, winning only the #3 match by
Lance Maid who beat his opponent 3-2 in
spite of a new record for lets in a match. The
other winners were Carl Torrey 3-1 at
number 5, Hobie Porter 3-0 at #6, and Bill
Ferguson 3-1 at #9. Charlie Stewart lost 3-2
at #1 in a closely contested match. Mai Owen
and Tom Ricks both lost 3-1 at #'s 2 and 4
respectively.
In spite of this demoralizing loss the Dath-
men are still looking forward to a highly
successful season and will avenge their loss
to Navy at the Nationals in March.
. . . Frosh Blank Choate
by Trip Hansen
The freshman squash team, after three
weeks of practice under the auspices of
rookie coach George Sutherland, destroyed
Choate in their opening match of the season,
9-0. The Trinity squad lost only two games,
while winning twenty-seven, against the
Wallingford contingency.
' Charlie Johnson, playing in the number
one position for the Baby Bants, ended a
close contest by dominating the fourth game
and winning 18-17, 9-15,15-14, and 15-7. Mike
Muto, was consistent as he defeated his
opponent in three identical game scores of
15-6. The number three and number four
positions were filled by Fred Gardner and
Ty Tregellas, and each procured a whitewash
with game tallies of 15-6, 15-4, and 15-9 for
Gardner and 15-7, 15-7, and 15-13 for
Tregellas. The fifth position on the Trinity
\adder was filled by Doug Thom, who em-
barrassed his adversary 15-1 in the first
game, and won the final two by counts of 15-7
and 15-10. Trip Hansen and Alec Monaghan,
performing in the sixth and seventh slots,
continued the onslaught with victory scores
of 15-8,15-7, and 15-5, and 15-7,15-9, and 15-5
respectively. Bill Panning avenged a 17-14
opening game loss by taking the next three
15-10, 15-11, and 15-9, and a 3-1 win in the
number eight position. Finally number nine,
Andy Vermilye blanked his Choate opponent
by counts of 15-9, 15-11, and 15-9. This
brought the total game score to 27-2.
Coach Sutherland said that he was very
pleased with the hard work and strong intra-
squad competition his team exhibited in
preparing for the Choate match. Although
he obviously enjoyed the result of the match,
he noted that Choate's team was not as
strong as it had been in previous years.
The racquetmen will continue (heir six-
teen match slate after Christmas vacation
when they travel to Taft on Jan. 18.
Photo bv Alan Moore
Junior Mai Owens serves against his foe.
Steve Loyd (top) and Walt Stewart Photo by Alan Moore
Swimmers Sink R.P.I.
Bolstered by a plethora of freshman
talent, the 1974-75 varsity swimming team is
looking for its first winning season in
several years. Led by Captain Don Williams
and merging with returning members
Barbara Clark '76, Mike O'Brien 76, Jim
Bradt '77, Frank Grubelich '77, Barbara
Hayden '77, Rob Meyer '77, Walt Stewart
'77, and last year's high scorer Dave Teich-
mann '77 are freshmen Chip Glanville,
Steven Lloyd, Scott MacDonald, Kent
Reilly and Pete Wenig.
For their season opener, the Trinmen
traveled to Troy, N.Y. to face the Engineers
of R.P.I. Even though a solid win in the
opening medley relay showed the Bants that
they had the potential for an upset, the
outcome of the meet was left up in the air
until the last relay when Stewart, Grubelich,
Reilly and Teichmann overpowered a
psyched-out R.P.I, team. Other winning
performances were turned in by Kent Reilly
in the 200 yard backstroke (.2:17.2), Dave
Teichmann in the 50 yard freestyle (24.3),
Chip Glanville in the 200 yard butterfly
(2:36.6) and Jim Bradt in the 200 yard
breaststroke (2:30.2). Also contributing
points to the Bant's 58-55 victory were diver
Barb Hayden, MacDonald, Wenig,
Williams, O'Brien, Meyer and Lloyd.
Coming off their upset victory, the Trinity
mermen found it difficult to recapture their
psych and dropped their home opener to a
well-balanced team from Tufts. In a meet
that saw five events go down to the last ten
yards, Trin managed to secure only four
firsts for the day. Two apiece from fresh-
men Scott MacDonald and Kent Reilly.
MacDots paced his way to victories in the
demanding combination of the 1000 and 500
yard Free events. Establishing his lead
early, Scott fought off a mid-race challenge
from his Tufts opponent and cruised to an
11:59 win. Mac repeated his performance in
the 500 and eased to a 5:36.
Reils first gold came in the 200 yard
Freestyle in an excellent clocking of 1:54.6.
Kent doubled with the 200 yard backstroke
easing away from his competition in an
effort of 2:16.9. Reilly again teamed with
Stewart, Grube, and Teich in a losing effort
in the final relay which left the mermen with
a 71 to 44 defeat as they look, to Amherst
tomorrow.
Fencers Double-Edge W.P.I.
On an overcast Sacurday afternoon, the
Trinity Fencing Club had its hands full in
defeating Worcester Polytechnical Institute
(WPI) by a score of 15-12. In addition to the
men's victory, the Trinity women also won,
edging their way by the WPI girls by a
narrow margin of 5-4.
The slashing sabre squad highlighted the
day's performance by contributing six of
Trinity's 15 bouts. Dave Weisenfeld, a
talented freshman, soundly defeated all
three of his opponents. Mark Farber, the
club's co-captain, was instrumental in
providing two more victories. Roger
Schreck rounded out the sabre squad's
record with an additional win. Substitute
Howard Cropsey graciously lost to his op-
ponent, but gained some valuable ex-
perience.
The electric foils contributed five
triumphs to Trinity's total. Lucien Rucci
went undefeated, troucing all three of his
adversaries in an outstanding performance.
Rick Dubiel, also co-captain, beat two
Technicians and lost to a third by a single
point. Larry Glassman failed to draw blood
and dropped three bouts.
The heavy epee squad donated the
remaining four victories. Jeff Martin led the
epees by hot-dogging his way to two vic-
tories. The dueling duet of Jeff Monaghan
and Richard Elliott each gave a single
victory to Trinity's total.
In women's foil, KiKi Cogswell, the third
undefeated fencer of the day, blazed her
way through the pitiful ranks of WPI to
three fine victories. Honor Lassalle was
close behind with two wins. Jane Kelleher,
returning to her hometown of Worcester,
went the day without a victory.
After cheering the WPI team, the Fencing
Club paid tribute to its coach by giving a
"yen-rah-rah Ralph" cheer. Coach Ralph
Spinella, who fenced on the U.S. Olympic
team, played a major role in the club's
success.
Prospects lor a winning season look good
for the Trinity fencers. The men in white
will try to maintain their undefeated record
tonight, (Dec. 10) against the challenge of
the Fairfield University Fencing Team, to
be held at Fairfield.
Upcoming Civic Center Events:
January 11-Walers vs Mariners-7:30 PM
January 15-Whalers vs Chicsgo-7;30 PM
January 17-Whalers vs Toronto-7:30 PM
January 21-26 Ice Capades
January 24-26 Auto Show
January 27-Whalers vs Cleveland-?:30 PM
January 18-Boston Celtics vs Rockets-7:30 PM January 29-Whalers vs Michisa*i-7:30 PM
January 19-Whalers vs Minnesota-7:30 PM January 31-Whalers vs Michigan-7:3O PM
Hartford Civic Center: A 29 Year Effort
fay Charlie Johnson
In the past four years municipal arenas
nave sprung up on both ends of the Con-
necticut Valley - in Springfield and New
Haven - and on January 9 ribbon-cutting
ceremonies are set for Hartford's own Civic
Renter. Although it may seem that these
arenas are a spur-of-the-moment
Phenomenon, it has, in fact, taken twenty-
nine years for Hartford's Center to become
d reality.
The idea of building an arena in Hartford
was tirst proposed by the Post War Planning
Committee and City Planning Commission
in July of 1945 as a memorial to war
veterans. Hartford voters, however,
defeated a proposed appropriation of $2,5
million for a building by a margin of 13,930
to 2,085. Nonetheless, efforts by the Hartford
Veterans Council, several influential
councilmen and Deputy Mayor George
Kinsella kept the issue shuttling between
committees and various proposals were
offered.
Finally, in 1968, a $15 million bond or-
dinance introduced by Deputy Mayor
Kinsella for acquisition of land, con-
struction, development and equipping of
multi-purpose civic center, at Trumbull
Street was approved by voters, 22,311 to
7,864.
After architects and construction
managers were chosen, plans for the arena
were drawn. With the financial help of
Aetna, excavation for the new arena was
started in 1972 and now, three years later,
the Civic Center is set to open. >
The primary attraction at the arena will
be the New England Whalers who have been
on a three year junket from Boston to
Springfield before shoring up in Hartford.
The Whalers are led by former NHL star
Tom Webster and some area sports
columnists have suggested that Hartford
just might become another hockey hotbed
like Boston and New York. While television
exposure from WFSB-TV has shown Hart-
ford fans what to expect from their new-
major league team, it will be interesting to
see how successful the franchise will be.
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Face Amherst Tomorrow
Bants Falter In UH-Trin Tourney
fay Neil Theobald
As the Trinity basketball team moves into
tomorrow night's home clash against
Amherst, the Bantams record stands at 0-3,
with successive losses to Kings Point, the
University of Hartford, and Wesleyan.
The squad opened the season at Kings
Point, falling 74-67. The Bants were up by
one point with 1:20 to play before Kings
Point's superior rebounding strength pulled
the game out for the home team. Last year's
leading scorer Othar Burks, along with
Bobby Williams, led Trinity in scoring with
16 points apiece. Captain Jim Sumler and
Wayne Sokolosky chipped in 13 and 12 points
respectively.
Trinity's lack of strength on the boards
was apparent in this initial encounter as
Kings Point grabbed 42 caroms to only 29 for
the Bantams. Coach Robie Shults com-
mented, "Rebounding is definitely one of
our weaknesses. The loss of Nat Williams
and Bill Fenkel from last year's team was
really apparent in the first game. Those two
gave us a lot of muscle last year which we
lack so far this year. Doing the job on the
boards is going to go a long way in helping us
win games. We've got to adjust and find
someone who can do the job for us in there.''
Last Friday and Saturday nights, the
Bantams finished last in the Trinity-U. of
Hartford Invitational Tourney. In the
opening game, the Bants faced tourney co-
favorite and eventual champion U. of
Hartford and came away on the short end of
a 93-63 score. The Hawks jumped out to an
early lead in the contest and at one point in
the first half led by 21 points. The Bants
finished the half with a flurry of points to
close the Hawks lead to nine, 46-37. Hart-
ford's full court press took its toll in the
second half, however, as the Hawks pulled
away to the 30-point win. Jim Sumler led the
squad with 20 points and 13 rebounds with
Bob Pickard being the only other player to
score in double figures with 16 points.
The following night in what Coach Shults
termed "a critical game," Trinity dropped
the consolation tilt to Wesleyan, 59-53. Even
though Wesleyan hit 62 per cent of their
shots in the first half, the Bantams held a
slim 31-29 lead at halftirne. In the second
half, Wesleyan's slowdown offense steadily
built up the Cardinal lead until it had
reached 13 late in the game. Trinity pulled to
within eight points with 3:00 to go, but
Wesleyan was able to control the ball and
pull out a six point win. Wayne Sokolosky
had 19 points for Trinity, with All-Tourney
selection Jim Sumler adding 12 and Bobby
Williams a . Barry Fogel countered with 18
points to leadWesleyan.
Sumler <6'5") has led Trinity in scoring
through the first three games with a 15 point
per game average. Wayne Sokolosky (6'2"J
has added 13.3 points per game with 5'8"
BobbyWilliams contributing 9.7 points a
game to the Trinity cause. In their first
three games Trinity has been held to an
average of 61 points per contest, while the
opposition has tallied an average of over 75
points a game.
In looking forward to the season ahead
Coach Shults said, "I'm hoping for a .500
plus season. We have enough material to
win at least half of our games. If we don't
win the close ones, however, it will be tough
winning more than 50 per cent of our games.
Our strengths are our outside shooting with
Williams, Burks, and Sokolosky and our
experience, as we could start five let-
termen."
Next Wednesday night the Trinity cage
squad will seek their first victory of the
season against Amherst. This home game is
the last contest before semester break, with
the Bantams next game being a home
contest Jan. 18 against M.I.T.
Photo by Steve Roberts
Tim Ghriskey stops a shot against Bryant College
Hockey Falls Twice
by Sandy Brach
The varsity ice hockey team dropped its
first two games of the season last week,
losing a tough 7-6 contest to Nichols last
Wednesday in overtime and an 8-0 slaughter
at the hands of Bryant College the following
night.
Nichols scored twice in the opening
minutes of the game before Trinity
retaliated, tallying two goals within a
minute and a half. Dave Peters broke
through at 3:09, assisted by Richard Huoppi
and Fred Kingsley, Sandy Weedon, with Jeff
Ford getting the assist, tied it up at 4:29.
Nichols got the go-ahead goal on a power
play; o make it 3-2 after the first period.
Chip Lalone, assisted by Alan Plough, tied
it up before five minutes of the second
period had passed, and Plough, on a pass by
Jay Fisher; but the Bantams ahead 4-3.
Nichols got back two goals to regain the
lead, but Trinity captain Mark Cleary
(assisted by Weedon and Jim Lenahan)
scored the tying goal at 17:50.
Nichols went ahead again in the third
period before Cleary, with assists by
Weedon and Ford, scored is second goal of
the night at the 15:00 mark, sending the
contest into overtime.
The Trinity defense held up until 4:48 of
the OT period when Nichols' Cuozzo knocked
in the winning goal to end it, 7-6, with Trinity
on the short end. Two of Nichols' goals were
scored on face-offs, and one Trinity player
observed that the Bantam forwards failed to
cover Nichols' point men, giving up
numerous scoring opportunities. Trinity
payer § also'fouhd that luck was not on their
Captain Jim Sumler battles with UHart Captain
Peter Egan for a rebound.
Frosh Cagers Top MCC
sice as a forward remarked, "the posts were
more saves than the goalie."
The following night Trinity was faced with
an excellent squad from Bryant College, and
players observed that fatigue from the
previous game contributed to their over-
whelming 8-0 defeat. The Bryant team was
quick, with accurate passing paying off as
they bombarded Trinity goalie Tim
Ghriskey with five goals in the first period.
The Trinity defense had trouble containing
the Bryant power plays as three of the goals
were scored with Trinity short either one or
two men.
Trinity woke up in the second period,
utilizing better forechecking and more
accurate passing. The Bantams' scoring
opportunities were shut off by Bryant's
outstanding goalkeeper Fisette. Bryant
scored another power play goal at 15:15 to
make it 6-0 after two periods.
Trinity continued to play better in the
third period, but failed to find the net even
with two sxtra men on the ice. A Bryant
forward took the puck and skated alone past
the Bantam defense to add another goal at
11:47. Bryant's final goal with 6:58
remaining sealed it up at 8-0.
The Bantams need to improve penalty-
killing and take advantage of scoring op-
portunities in tonight's contest at MIT. The
University of New Haven game should be
one of the most challenging of the season
next Thursday, according to Coach John
Dunham. Thursday's match is the last home
contest until Jan. 16.
by Bob Rosenfield
Before an overflow crowd of at least 25
persons at Ferris Athletic Center, the fresh-
man basketball team opened their season
last Tuesday against Manchester Com-
munity College, The convincing 98-70 vic-
tory served to strengthen the opinion that
the Trin freshmen are on their way to a very
successful season.
The frosh demonstrated their offensive
power early, building up a 41-19 lead on the
strong floor play of Brent Cawelti, Wayne
Cooke, and Artie Blake. The Manchester
team had no one to contend with the 6-7
Cooke and Cawelti, who, operating in a
double post offense, got numerous chances
from in close. They, along with Blake,
controlled the boards and the three pumped
in a total of 28 points in the first half. The
score was 51-27 at the half.
Play was sloppy at times, with many
turnovers and fouls by both teams. Trinity
also had some trouble functioning as a unit
on the court, but this is to be expected in the
first game.
They started out the second half moving
the ball very well and boosted their lead to
28 points in the first six minutes. But then
Manchester, behind the shooting of Bill
Peoples, went on a 14-1 spree, and following
a Curtis Iverson steal and breakaway lay-up
the score was 64-49. For the first time
Trinity's lead was threatened.
After a Bantam timeout to regroup, Larry
Wells hit a corner jumper and Paul McBride
connected on a bomb and then a fine drive
down the land. The freshmen were back in
full control of the game. In fact, it was Wells
and McBride who took control of the game,
scoring 17 of the next 25 points, and quar-
terbacking the squad. When McBride fouled
out with 4:52 remaining, Trinity was back
up by 25, and the rest of the game was
something that resembled a pick-up game in
Unit D.
The dominance of the "big men" in the
first half and the guards in the second half
showed the versatility, depth, and talent on
this year's freshman team. The squad
possesses a multi-faceted attack, which the
opposition will have to respect. Opposing
teams cannot sag in on the big men, nor can
they neglect the big men to pressure the
guards.
This game also demonstrated that, even
with strong performances by individuals,
the team needs the leadership they got it
from Paul McBride. He not only shot and
passed well, but ran the offense well in the
second half.
The frosh team is certainly going to need
everything working well to win this week
when they meet Yale. This, along with
Amherst, could be their toughest games of
the season. If they can win these two big
games before the Christmas break, the































































Trinity Grid Coach DONALD MILLER
was named UPI Coach of the Year for the
New England College Division last week
at the UPI's Boston sports banquet.
Miller coached the Trinity team to a 7-1
record and the number two ranking In
New England's College Division. This is
the second time Miller has won the
award. His first honor came in 1970 when
the Bants were 7-1 and New England
champs. Yale Coach Carmon Cozza, also
a two time winner, was named UP*
Coach of the Year in the University
Division of New England colleges.
Cozza's Yale team was 8-1 and shared the
Ivy League title with Harvard.
"Although this was a great honor for
me, I consider this to be an award for the
entire Trinity football program,'
commented Miller, who, in his eighth
year at Trinity, has a career mark of 42-
20-2.
University of Hartford's GARY
LAROCQUE copped MVP honors in the
UHart-Trinity Invitational Basketball
Tournament held last weekend at the
Ferris Center. Larocque scored 21 points
in the semifinals against Trinity and 23
points in the final against Central Con-
necticut. University of Hartford
dethroned Central Connecticut 84-67 in
the fourth annual tournament which was
played before an estimated 2,000 persons
at Ferris.
Trinity's intramural ^ " J j * ^
program will commence at tne s>uui
the Trinity term and will last through
February, announced N.T..•««*"•
director of Intramurals. Rosters must
submitted with an indication 01 '
Captain or Manager (including telephone
and box numbers) no later than Dec.1
The rosters should be turned into Grai
office or the A.D.'s office.
tne
